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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to eliminate the manual control for pick and place system. The robot arm is designed with three
joints, two links and three Dc motors. Arduino microcontroller is used to generate the required angular position of the robot joints. In
this research, the link length of the robot arm is calculated to enable carrying the desire object weight. The position of the robot arm
end effector is calculated with kinematic modeling method which include forward and inverse kinematic. Robotic tool box is used to
task the position of the robot arm using forward and inverse kinematic. PID control method is used for accurate position of the end
effector. In this research the gain of the PID controller is tuned by using the Ziegler-Nichol method. In this research, Output position of
the robot arm are shown in MATLAB simulation. Forward and inverse kinematics result also are shown in MATLAB GUI.
Keywords: ARDUINO microcontroller, DC motors, Kinematic modeling, robot arm , PID controller, GUI

1. INTRODUCTION
An industrial manipulator is basically a mechanical arm
operating under computer control, in other word a robot arm.
Robots are modeled as rigid bodies (Links) and joints. The
joints are assumed to induce either pure rotation or translation
motion. These links and joints make up kinematic chains
which form the basic structure of the equipment. In a
production line like injection molding, stamping, assembly,
packaging, etc. (i.e. point to point (PTP) application), or in
specialized machine operations like welding, cutting,
grinding, etc. (i.e. continuous path robots)[1].
Kinematics is the science of geometry in motion. It is
restricted to a pure geometrical description of motion by
means of position, orientation, and their time derivatives. The
Denavit Hartenberg notation gives a standard methodology to
write the kinematic equations of a manipulator. There are two
important aspects in kinematic analysis of robots: the Forward
Kinematics problem and the Inverse Kinematics problem.
Forward kinematics refers to the use of the kinematic
equations of a robot to compute the position of the endeffector from specified values for the joint parameters. Inverse
kinematics refers to the use of the kinematics equations of a
robot to determine the joint parameters that provide a desired
position of the end-effector [2].
Robotic Arm controller is the challenging and demanding
activity in industrial field as well as military and other
applications. Robots are generally used to do unsafe,
dangerous, highly repetitive, and unpleasant tasks which have
many different functions such as material handling, assembly,
arc welding, resistance welding, machines tool load and
unload functions, painting, spraying, etc. A robotic arm is a
Robotic Arm controller is the challenging and demanding
activity in industrial field as well as military and other
applications. A robotic arm is a robot manipulator, normally
programmable with analogous functions to a human arm.
Usually robots are set up for a task by the teach-and-repeat
technique [3].
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PID controller is a single loop controller which was
introduced in 1940. PID controllers have been extensively
used in industrial applications. The success of PID controllers
is due to their simple structure and easiness of setting their
parameters (Proportional - Integrative – Derivative[4].
This paper has three main contributions. Firstly, mechanical
design of the robot arm is considered to pick up the desired
object. Secondly, forward and inverse kinematic are described
using the robotic tool box in MATLAB software. Finally, PID
gain has been designed for the system using manual PID
tuning by using Ziegler Nichol Method. This paper has been
organized as follows, Section-II describes the mechanical
design of 3_DOF(Degree of freedom) Articulated Robot Arm.
Section-III calculates the kinematic modelling. Section-IV
expresses tuning the PID gain for DC motor. Section V shows
simulation results for 3-DOF Articulated robot arm with
MATLAB/Simulink.

2. PROCESS FLOW CHART OF ROBOT
ARM CONTROL
All In this research, the design parameters of the robot arm are
considered. And then, the position of the end effector is
calculated with kinematic modeling method in PC. To get the
actual position of the robot joint angle, PID controller is used.
In this paper, Kinematic modeling is an essential role in
design and robot arm control. Robot arm kinematics deals
with the analytical study of geometry motion of robot arm
from fixed reference of coordinate system as a function of
time without regard to movements that causes the motion.
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Figure 2. Design of the system

Table 1 shows the motor specifications for each motor in
robot arm. In this table 70:1 means the gear ratio of output
shaft and inner rotor. Three motors are different in weight
because require torques are differed. Motor cap means that it
is mounted on the shaft. Table 2 shows the material
specification for 3-DOF articulated robot.

Table 1. Motor specifications of each joint
Type

Weight

Torque

70:1 Metal gear motor

225g

14kg-cm

75:1 Metal gear motor

104g

17kg-cm

19:1 Metal gear motor

215g

6.04kg-cm

Motor cap

6.8g

-----------

Table 2. Material specification
Material

Acrylic

Density

L1

0.00118
16
(kg/cm^3) (cm)

L2
15
(cm)

Width Thickness
3
(cm)

1
(cm)

Figure 1. Flow chart of the robot arm system

3. DESIGN OF 3-DOF ARTICULATED
ROBOT ARM
All in this research, the design of the system is shown in fig.1.
In this design, there are two conveyors and robot arm.
Conveyor 2 carries the objects and conveyor 1 carries the
packages. Robot arm performs picking and placing the
objects. The design of robot arm is 3-DOF articulated robot
arm and consist of three joints. Joint 1 is base. Joint 2 and
joint 3 are elbow and shoulder respectively.

Figure 3. Free body diagram of the robot arm

T2=0.48036N-m
T1=1.2633N-m
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3.1 Calculate the Kinematic Modelling

3.3 Inverse Kinematics Analysis

Figure 4. Kinematic block diagram of robot arm.

Figure 6. Isometric view of the robot arm

Inverse kinematics usually refers to position and orientation of
end effectors. It helps to find joint variables to achieve correct
position of source location part .The orientation can be
calculated with the given position into one homogeneous
transformation matrix (T) that describes the orientation and
position of the end effector, and then the inverse kinematics is
applied to determine each joint angle. Three are three solution
approaches; analytical, numerical and semi analytical [11].In
this paper, analytical method is used.

Figure 5. Kinematic Frame of 3-DOF robot arm

Table 3. D-H Parameters for robot arm
I

y
θ1  tan 1
x

(4)

1

0

5

90

θ3  180 β

(5)

2

13

0

0

H .sinβ
z
θ 2  tan1  sin 1 2
a
h
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3

9

0

0

4. TUNING THE PID GAIN FOR DC
MOTOR
In the system, power supply of robot arm control system is
used the 12V DC supply for all DC motors and arduino
microcontroller.

Transformation matrix for robot arm

cαi
sθ
i 1

 0i
Ti

0

 cα i sθ i

sα i sθ i

a i cθ i 
a i sθ i 

cα i cθ i

 sα i sθ i

cα i

cα i

di

0

0

1





3.2 Forward Kinematics Analysis
Forward kinematics usually refers to home position of
geometric link parameters and used to find the position and
orientation of end effectors. For the research work, 3-DOF
robotic arm was selected. It is a vertical articulated robot, with
three revolute joints. It has a stationary base, shoulder and
elbow. Fig. 1 is a simple block diagram which indicates the
relationship between direct and inverse kinematics problem.
Fig.3 indicates robots arm links and the coordinate frame
assignment.

Px  L 2 Cθ 2 Cθ1Cθ 3  L 2 Cθ1Sθ 3Sθ 2  L1Cθ1Cθ 2

(1)

Py  L 2 Cθ 2Sθ1Cθ 3  L 2Sθ 2Sθ1Sθ 3  L1Sθ1Cθ 2

(2)

Pz   L 2Sθ 2 Cθ 3  L 2Sθ 3Cθ 2  L1Sθ 2  d1

(3)

Where, Sθ  sinθ and Cθ  cosθ
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Figure 7. Control block diagram of robot arm control

In this system, DC Motors have six wires. Red colour is motor
power (connect to one motor terminal). Black colour is also
motor power (connects to the other motor terminal). Green
colour is encoder GND. Blue colour is encoder Vcc (3.520V). Yellow colour is encoderA output and White colour is
encoderB output. Most DC motors run at the highest RPM
(revolutions per minute) when the required power is supplied.
The speed of DC motors is controlled by using pulse width
modulation (PWM), a technique of rapidly pulsing the power
on and off. The percentage of time spent cycling the on/off
ratio determines the speed of the motor. Each pulse is so rapid
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that the motor appears to be continuously spinning with no
stuttering.

Figure 8. Block diagram of PID Controller

PID is a classic way of automatic control theory and the
general trial control mode. Position can be controlled by PID
controller. A PID controller supplies a control signal that has
a component proportional to the tracking error of a system, a
component proportional to the accumulation of this error over
time and a component proportional to the time rate of change
of this error. This module will cover these different
components and some of their different combinations that can
be used for control purposes. In engineering applications, the
controllers appear in many different forms: as a stand-alone
controller, as part of hierarchical, distributed control systems,
which was built into embedded components. A proportional–
integral– derivative controller (PID controller) is widely used
in industrial control systems. It is a generic feedback control
loop mechanism and used as feedback controller. PID loop
defines how much energy is to be fed to the motor at any
instant during a move. This is based on where the motor is
and where it was expected to be. There are four parts in the
equation and this determines the load in which three main
components are referred to as the P, I, D and the minor
friction component is referred to as K.
P determines the reaction to current error, I determines
reaction to the sum of recently appeared errors, and D
determines reaction according to the rate off error changing.
The sum of all three parts contribute the control mechanism
such as speed control of a motor in which P value depends
upon current error, I also depends on the accumulation of
previous error and D predicts future error based on the current
rate of change.

Table 4. Manual P,I and D Parameters tuning
Stea
dy
state
error

Stabili
ty
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Degrad
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Large Degrad
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(7)

t
U I (t)  K I  e(t)dt
0
d
U D (t)  K D .e(t)
dt
t
d
U(t)  K p .e(t) K I  e(t)dt K D e(t)
dt
0

(8)
(9)
(10)

Table 5. Ziegler-Nichols tuning rule based on critical
gain K cr and critical period Pcr (second method).
Type of
controller

KP

Ti

Td

P

0.5Kcr



0

PI

0.45Kcr

1/1.2Pcr

0

PID

0.6Kcr

0.5Pcr

0.125Pcr

G c (s)  K p (1 

1
 Td s)
Ti s

(11)

5. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE
(GUI)
Graphical User Interface development environment offers a
set of tools in order to generate graphical user interface (GUI)
[11].They greatly facilitate the operation of designing and
building GUIs. A GUI example has been prepared for 3 DOF
Robot including the forward kinematics. GUI is given in
the following figures. Push buttons, sliders, axes etc. can be
added on it. Additions are being visible on the m. file
simultaneously as a function .Robotics Toolbox is embedded
in to GUI. The results are compared with the expressions
obtained in the analytical solution. It is proved that same
results are obtained by the robotic toolbox and the analytical
solution.

Figure 9. GUI window for robot arm

Figure 9. Shows the designed simulation program by
MATLAB/GUIDE to create serial link robot (Link 1-3 ) and
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control the joint angles( q1 , q 2 , q 3 ). DH parameters can
directly be changed .Figure 9 shows the home position of the
robot and the path generated with the given coordinates,
respectively.

Figure 10. The robot arm position when θ1=50, θ2=-75 and θ3=70
Figure 10. The robot arm position when x=10, y=10and z=3

The transformation matric is following

6. EXPERIMENTAL TEST AND
RESULTS

0.6428

0.0000

 0.7660

8.6431

0.7660

0.0000

0.6428

10.3004

0

1.0000

0.0000

17.2160

0

0

0

1.0000

Therefore, from the matric, the position of end effector is
X=8.6431 cm, Y=10.3004 cm and Z=17.2160.

Figure 11. The robot arm position when θ1=55, θ2=25 and θ3=66

The transformation matric is following.
0.4924

 0.4132

 0.7660

17.0504

0.4924

 0.4132

0.6428

20.3199

 0.6428

 0.7660

0.0000

0.8305

0

0

0

1.0000

Therefore, from the matric, the position of end effector is
X=17.0504 cm, Y=20.3199 cm and Z=0.8305.

Figure 11. The robot arm position when θ1=50, θ2=-75 and
θ3=70

The transformation matric is following
0.6040

0.2198

 0.7660

10.2684

0.7198

0.2620

0.6428

12.2374

0.3420

0.9397

0.0000

30.8143

0

0

0

1.0000

Therefore, from the matric, the position of end effector is
X=10.2684 cm, Y=12.2374 cm and Z=30.8143.
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7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper has been researched the position control for 3 DOF
articulated robot arm. The link length and weight of the robot
arm are considered by using required parameters. The forward
and inverse kinematic are calculated by using D-H parameters
and analytical method. And then, PID controller is used to get
the actual position of robot arm. PID gains are tuned by using
Ziegler Nichol method. Finally, the results are shown in
MATLAB Simulink software..
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Abstract: Attendance and academic success are directly related in educational institutions. The continual absence of students in
lecture, practical and tutorial is one of the major problems of decadence in the performance of academic. The authorized person needs
to prohibit truancy for solving the problem. In existing system, the attendance is recorded by calling of the students’ name, signing on
paper, using smart card and so on. These methods are easy to fake and to give proxy for the absence student. For solving
inconvenience, fingerprint based attendance system with notification to guardian is proposed. The attendance is recorded using
fingerprint module and stored it to the database via SD card. This system can calculate the percentage of attendance record monthly
and store the attendance record in database for one year or more. In this system, attendance is recorded two times for one day and then
it will also send alert message using GSM module if the attendance of students don’t have eight times for one week. By sending the
alert message to the respective individuals every week, necessary actions can be done early. It can also reduce the cost of SMS charge
and also have more attention for guardians. The main components of this system are Fingerprint module, Microcontroller, GSM
module and SD card with SD card module. This system has been developed using Arduino IDE, Eclipse and MySQL Server.

Keywords: fingerprint module, GSM module, microcontroller, Eclipse, MySQL Server

1. INTRODUCTION
Attendance system is important role for any organization such
as office, companies, schools, universities and so on. In
conventional attendance system, the teachers either call the
name or identity number of the students or allow the students
to sign on paper. It is not convenient to track the attendance
for the increase number of students. So, it can have the
problems such as proxy attendance and time consuming. The
traditional system can also have the difficulty for
manipulating the stationery materials of the attendance record
and posting the attendance report to guardians. Biometrics
authentication is used for taking attendance of students. The
most common used of biometrics authentication methods are
fingerprint, facial, iris, voice authentication and so on. In this
system, fingerprint authentication method is used to record
attendance because it is easy to use, more accuracy and cost
effective. The attendance management system is also involved
alerting system to perform together with guardians and the
authorized person for the students to attend the class regularly.
The main purpose of this research work is to make the
attendance management system more efficient, secure,
portable, easy to use and less time consuming.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
A number of existing works focus on the application of
various methods and principles to effectively monitor the
attendance of students. Design and development of smart
student management system was proposed. The system
consists of two parts, one is fingerprint based student
attendance system and another one is notice board [3]. A
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wireless attendance system using Zigbee technology that
authenticates using fingerprints of an individual. The system
is mentioned with transmitter and receiver. The transmitter
comprises controller, fingerprint module section, LCD,
keypad and PC is the receiver. The system takes attendance
records with fingerprint module and updates the database
attendance records of students via Zigbee module [8]. RFID
based student attendance system with notification to parents
was designed. This paper presents a design of an automatic
attendance system for both students and professor with
parents notification sent via GSM [11].

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1.
Fingerprint
Module

GSM Module

Arduino Mega
(ATMega2560)
SD Card with
SD Card Module

Power
Supply
(a)
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Computer

SD Card with
SD Card Reader

GUI
(Graphical
User
Interface)

Database
(MySQL
Server)

(b)
Figure 1. Block Diagram of the System

This system consists two parts. One part of the system is
taking attendance using fingerprints of students and storing
data to SD card with text file and sending message after
extracting absence from SD card. Another one is storing the
attendance via SD card and calculating the percentage of
attendance.

3.1 System Schematic Diagram

4.1 Fingerprint Reader
Fingerprint authentication is used for the student attendance
system. It consists of two parts. One is enrollment and another
one authentication. During enrollment, the fingerprint of the
student is captured using fingerprint reader and the unique
features are extracted and stored in the database as the
template with the student ID. In the processing of
authentication, the fingerprint of student is captured again and
compared with the extracted features already existing in the
database for determining match or mismatch. In this system,
Biovo-C3 fingerprint identification integrated reader is used
to capture fingerprints as shown in Figure 3. Fingerprint
module mainly has three types of fingerprint sensors like
optical fingerprint sensor, ultrasonic fingerprint sensor and
capacitive fingerprint sensor. The sensor type of Biovo-C3
fingerprint reader is high-definition optical sensor. This reader
can store 200 fingerprints. It has 256 bytes for fingerprint
extraction template size and 512 bytes fingerprint match
template size. This reader is integrated image collecting and
algorithm chip together with a tiny configuration of 18.5mm ×
14.6mm.

The schematic diagram is depicted in Figure 2. The circuit
diagram illustrates interfacing Arduino Mega (ATmega 2560)
with GSM module (SIM900A), fingerprint module, SD card
module and two LEDs. It allows from 7volts to 12volts for the
power. TX (transmit) and RX (receive) of SIM900A is
connected with 2 and 3 pins of Arduino Mega. Pin 10 and 11
are used to connect with transmit and receive pins of
fingerprint module. The pins of SD card module are
connected with 50, 51, 52 and 53 pins of Arduino Mega. The
black color of the wire is defined for the ground (GND) and
the red color of the wire is defined for the voltage (VCC). Two
LEDs are used for showing the processing time of fingerprint.
These are connected with 6 and 7 pins of the Arduino Mega.
Figure 3. Biovo-C3 Fingerprint Reader

4.2GSM SIM 900A Modem

Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of the System

4. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
DESCRIPTION
To reduce the complexity of the design process, simple
algorithms, low cost and commercially available devices have
been used to implement the system.
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A GSM SIM 900A modem is used to send alert messages to
guardians as shown in Figure 4. A GSM modem is a
specialized type of modem which accepts a SIM card, and
operates over a subscription to a mobile operator, just like a
mobile phone. From the mobile operator perspective, a GSM
modem looks just like a mobile phone. While these GSM
modems are most frequently used to provide mobile internet
connectivity, many of them can also be used for sending and
receiving SMS (short message service) and MMS (multimedia
messaging service) messages. SIM900 is designed with a very
powerful single-chip processor integrating AMR926EJ-S
core. The SIM900A is a complete Quad-band GSM/GPRS
solution in a SMT module which can be embedded in the
customer applications. Featuring an industry-standard
interface,
the
SIM900
delivers
GSM/GPRS
850/900/1800/1900MHz performance for voice, SMS, Data,
and Fax in a small form factor and with low power
consumption. With a tiny configuration of 24mm x 24mm x 3
mm, SIM900 can fit almost all the space requirements in
M2M application, especially for slim and compact demand of
design. AT commands are instructions used to control a
modem. AT is the abbreviation of Attention. Every command
line starts with “AT” or “at”. That’s why modem commands
are called AT commands. Many of the commands are called
AT commands that are used to control dial-up modems such
as ATD (Dial), ATA (Answer), ATH (Hook control) and
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ATO (Return to online data state). These commands are also
supported by GSM/GPRS modems and mobile phones. The
SMS-related commands are AT+CMGS (Send SMS
message), AT+CMSS (Send SMS message from storage),
AT+CMGL (List SMS messages) and AT+CMGR (Read
SMS messages).

microcontroller and SD card uses SPI, which takes place on
digital pins 50, 51, 52 for the Arduino Mega. Additionally,
another pin must be used to select the SD card. SS pin of SD
card module is connected with pin 53 on the Arduino Mega.
The size of module is 20×28mm.This module is shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. SD Card Module

Figure 4. GSM ( SIM 900A) Modem

4.3Arduino Mega (ATmega 2560)
Arduino is a software company, project, and user community
that designs and manufactures computer open-source
hardware, open-source software and microcontroller-based
kits for building digital devices and interactive objects that
can sense and control physical devices. These systems provide
sets of digital and analog I/O pins that can interface to the
various expansion boards and other circuits. The boards
feature serial communication interfaces, including Universal
Serial Bus (USB) on some models, for loading programs from
personal computers. For programming the microcontrollers,
the Arduino project provides an integrated development
environment (IDE) based on Arduino programming language
which is controlled by a set of C/C++ functions. The Arduino
Mega is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega2560. It
has 54 digital input/output pins (of which 14 can be used as
PWM outputs), 16 analog inputs, 4 UARTs (hardware serial
ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a
power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. The board can
operate on an external supply of 6 to 20 volts. If supplied with
less than 7V, however, the 5V pin may supply less than five
volts and the board may be unstable. If using more than 12V,
the voltage regulator may overheat and damage the board. The
recommended range is 7 to 12 volts. The Arduino Mega
(ATmega2560) is shown Figure 5.

4.5 Software Description
To complete this system, Eclipse, MySQL server and
phpMyAdmin are used. Eclipse is an integrated development
environment (IDE) used in computer programming. Eclipse is
written mostly in Java and its primary use for developing Java
applications, but it may also be used to develop applications
in other programming languages. Java is used to develop this
system. MySQL is a relational database management system
(RDBMS) based on SQL (Structured Query Language) and
phpMyAdmin is a web-based interface to a MySQL server. It
can be created new databases import table using
phpMyAdmin.

5. TESTS AND RESULTS
The working diagram of the system is shown in Figure 7. In
the system, the students are not allowed to take the attendance
if the teacher does not reach in the class because the
fingerprint of teacher is set as a password to secure for the
students. After taking attendance, the teacher or authorized
person must take SD card to store attendance in the database
of PC. GSM module will also send alert message to
guardians’ mobile phone for the students don’t enough the
percentage of attendance weekly. The alert message of
guardians’ mobile is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 5. Arduino Mega (ATmega2560)
Figure 7. The Working Diagram of the System

4.4 SD Card Module
The SD card module is a sample solution for transferring data
to and from a standard SD card. It used to store the attendance
and transfer to database of PC in this system. The pin out is
directly compatible with Arduino, but can also be used with
other microcontrollers. It allows to add the mass storage. The
module has SPI interface which is compatible with any SD
card and it use 5v or 3.3v power supply which is compatible
with Arduino mega. The communication between the
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Figure 8. Alert Message Display in Guardians’ Mobile

In the system, the data of the students from SD card are
copied in the database with the date. It can store data for long
time. This system can also calculate the percentage of students
with no time consuming. If the data are not need, the
authorized person can edit the database from phpMyAdmin.
The table in database of fingerprint attendance system is
shown in Figure 9. The calculating of the attendance
percentage is shown in Figure 10. The editing to database
using phpMyAdmin is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Editing the database of Attendance System

6. CONCLUSION
Attendance system could not only speed up the process taking
attendance but also reduce the error rate and produce faster
verification process of authenticating student attendance. This
system calculates the attendance of students and sends alert
message for the absence students to relevant guardians’
mobile phone. This system can also store the data of students
for long time.
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Abstract: The study area is located in the northern part of Takab, West Azarbaijan Province, northwest of Iran. Since geochemical
explorations, especially the drainage sediments, play a very important role in finding promising areas and providing conditions for
more detailed exploration. Detection and separation of geochemical anomalies from the field is one of the most important and
fundamental issues in geochemical exploration. In this study, using the classical statistcs methods, anomalous values were determined.
Other methods used in this study is the concentration-area (C-A) fractal method. This method is a very successful method for
separating anomalies from the field due to simultaneous consideration of the frequency and spatial variations of geochemical data.
Multivariate statistical analysis including principal component analysis (PCA) was used to obtain anomaly values related to determine
the anomaly values. Favorable results for the methods used for this region was presented.
Keywords: PCA; C-A Fractal; Geostatistics; Gold Mineralization; Zarshuran

1. INTRODUCTION
The statistics are a vast array of maths that study ways to
collect, summarize, and conclude data. This science applies to
a wide range of academic sciences from physics and social
sciences to anthropology, as well as business, government,
and industry. Statistics is the science and practice of human
development through the use of experimental data. Statistics
are based on the theory of statistics, which is a branch of
applied mathematics. In statistical theory, random events and
uncertainty are modeled by probability theory. In this science,
studying and judging on various subjects is done on the basis
of a society and judgment about a particular person is not at
all questionable [1] [2].
The geostatistics is the most important statistical theory based
on the field concept of the place, is the theory of regional
variables. The regional variable is defined as any environment
property whose numerical values are distributed in one, two,
or three-dimensional sampling space. The spatial variations of
a regional variable have two structural and random
components. One of the main goals of spatial statistics is to
provide an appropriate model for describing the regional
variable by taking into account the structural and random
variability components. This section of spatial statistics is
called geostatistics [3] [2].
Separation of anomalies from the background is one of the
most important and key steps in geochemical exploration.
There are several ways to identify and separate anomalous
areas from the field [4]. Separation of geochemical anomalies
from background has always been a major concern of
exploration geochemistry[5]. The search for methods that can
make this analysis quantitative and objective aims not only at
the reduction of subjectiveness but also at providing an
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automatic routine in exploration, assisting the interpretation
and production of geochemical maps [6].
Geochemical explorations are the basis for the mineral
processing studies. Therefore, in exploration, the economy
and the processing capabilities should always be easy and
cost-effective [7]. In determining the zones of alteration and
mineralization in the area, remote sensing methods help a lot,
in addition to giving us a large view of the mineralization
process in the region. Therefore, if remote sensing and
geochemical studies are combined, mineralization can be
accurately determined [8] [9].

2. Methodology and Dataset
2.1. Geolocation and Sampling
The Zarshuran mineral zone is located in West Azarbaijan
province of Iran and on geological sheet of Takht-e-Soleyman
(on sclae 1:100,000). The Takht-e-Soleyman sheet covers
parts of Zanjan, West Azarbaijan and East Azarbaijan
provinces. The Takht-e-Soleyman sheet is part of the 1:
250000 geological map of the Takab rectangle between the
eastern longitude 47° 00' and 47° 30' and the north latitude
36° 30' 'to 37° 00' . The quadrilateral coordinates of the
studied area are presented in Table 1. Due to its location in the
Takab metallurgical province and the location of the AlborzAzarbaijan, Iran Central and Sanandaj-Sirjan construction
zones, this area has a lot of mineralization diversity. The most
important mineralization in this area is the lead and zinc
mineralization (Anguran, Alam Kandy and Arpachai) and
gold mineralization (Zarshuran, Aghdare and Tozlar). The
study area of this project is located between Zanjan and East
Azarbaijan provinces around the Zarshuran gold mine.
Geolocation of study area in Iran map is shown in figure 1.
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Table 1. Geographical coordinates of study area

Latitude (Y)
36°
36°
36°
36°

40' 49''
44' 06''
44' 06''
40' 49''

Longitude (X)
47° 08' 00''
47° 08' 00''
47° 12' 03''
47° 12' 03''

points

Geographical Coordinates

2.2. Correlation Analysis

A
B
C
D

Correlation is used to test relationships between quantitative
variables or categorical variables. In other words, it’s a
measure of how things are related. The study of how variables
are correlated is called correlation analysis [10]. Correlations
are useful because if you can find out what relationship
variables have, you can make predictions about future
behavior [11]. Correlation analysis in geochemical data is
very important. One of the valuable results of the
investigation of the correlation between chemical elements is
the identification of the mineralization and geochemical
behavior of the region [12] [2].

2.3. Hierarchical Clustering
In data mining and statistics, hierarchical clustering (also
called hierarchical cluster analysis or HCA) is a method of
cluster analysis which seeks to build a hierarchy of clusters.
Strategies for hierarchical clustering generally fall into two
types [13]:

Figure 3. hierarchical clustering strategies



This is a "bottom up" approach: each observation
starts in its own cluster, and pairs of clusters are
merged as one moves up the hierarchy.

Figure 1. Geolocation of study area in Iran map
In the study area, 72 geochemical samples were taken from
the drainage sediments. The position map of the 72 drainage
sediments samples taken from the study area is shown in
Figure 2.

Agglomerative Method:



Divisive Method:
This is a "top down" approach: all observations start
in one cluster, and splits are performed recursively
as one moves down the hierarchy (see figure 3).

2.6. Principal Components Analysis (PCA)

Figure 2. Position of drainage sediments samples taken
from the study area.
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Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical procedure
that uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of
observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of
values of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal
components. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is the
general name for a technique which uses sophisticated
underlying mathematical principles to transforms a number of
possibly correlated variables into a smaller number of
variables called principal components. The origins of PCA lie
in multivariate data analysis, however, it has a wide range of
other applications, as we will show in due course. PCA has
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been called, ’one of the most important results from applied
linear algebra and perhaps its most common use is as the first
step in trying to analyse large data sets. Some of the other
common applications include; de-noising signals, blind source
separation, and data compression [14] [15].
In general terms, PCA uses a vector space transform to reduce
the dimensionality of large data sets. Using mathematical
projection, the original data set, which may have involved
many variables, can often be interpreted in just a few
variables (the principal components). It is therefore often the
case that an examination of the reduced dimension data set
will allow the the user to spot trends, patterns and outliers in
the data, far more easily than would have been possible
without performing the principal component analysis. The aim
of this essay is to explain the theoretical side of PCA, and to
provide examples of its application. We will begin with a nonrigorous motivational example from multivariate data analysis
in which we will attempt to extract some meaning from a 17
dimensional data set. After this motivational example, we
shall discuss the PCA technique in terms of its linear algebra
fundamentals. This will lead us to a method for implementing
PCA for real-world data, and we will see that there is a close
connection between PCA and the singular value
decomposition (SVD) from numerical linear algebra. We will
then look at two further examples of PCA in practice; Image
Compression and Blind Source Separation [16] [17].

region. The area

A( )

for a given q is equal to the number of

cells multiplied by thecell area with concentration values
greater than  . Average concen-tration values are used for
those
boxes
containing
more
Area  concentration
[ A( ) ]
concentrationsgreater than



than
with

onesample.
element

usually shows a power–law

relation [22] [23]. The breaks betweenstraight-line segments
on this plot and the corresponding values of _ have been used
as cut-offs to separate geochemical values intodifferent
components, representing different causal factors, suchas
lithological differences and geochemical processes. Factors
suchas mineralizing events, surface geochemical element
concentra-tions, and surface weathering are of considerable
importance [24]. The multi-fractal theory may be interpreted
as a theo-retical framework that explains the power–law
relations betweenareas enclosing concentrations below a
given value and the actualconcentrations.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Correlation Analysis

2.4. Concentration-Area (C-A) Fractal
Ever since Mandelbrot (1974, 1972) introduced the concept
offractals in the last century [18], fractal or multi-fractal
analysis hasquickly developed into an important branch of
non-linear scienceand has had significant impacts in many
areas of natural sciencesto characterize self-similar or selfaffine measures [19]. The C-A method serves to illustrate the
relationship between theobtained results and the geological,
geochemical and mineralogicalinformation. Its most useful
features are the easy implementa-tion and the ability to
compute quantitative anomalous thresholds. Cheng et al.
(1994) proposed an element concentration–area (C–A) model,
which may be used to define the geochemical backgroundand
anomalies. The model has the general form of Eq. following
[20] [21]:

In Table 2, the correlation coefficients of elements are derived
from the Spearman method. Therefore, in this project, the
basis for interpreting the relations between different elements
is Spearman's nonparametric correlation test. According to the
two-variable Spearman test, the following results can be
presented:


Pearson correlation coefficient between 0.230 and 0.230 and Spearman between 0.231 and -0.231 at
95% confidence level are invalid and meaningless.
This value is at the confidence level of 99% for
Pearson correlation coefficients and Spearman
between 0.300 and -0.300.



Au with As, Cd, Sb and Zn correlations show a
significant and moderate to high correlation.



Ag only has a significant and moderate correlation
with Zn.



As, Cd, Cu, S, Sb and Zn have a positive and
significant correlation with each other and can
therefore be considered as a tracer or associated
with mineralization.



There is a positive and significant correlation
between elements such as Al, Ba, Be, Ca, Ce, Cu,
K, La, Li, Mo, Na, P, Pb, Sr, Th, Ti, U, Y, Yb and
Zr. There is a medium to large. This correlation is
undoubtedly influenced by the surrounding stones.



There is a significant correlation between Au, Cr,
Co, Fe, Mg, Mn, Ni, Sb and Zn. The group also
describes the chemistry of the rocky outcrops of the
region, which are considered to be mafic as
compared to the elements of the preceding clause.

Where A (  ) denotes the area with concentration values
greaterthan the contour value  ; v represents the threshold;
and a1and a2are characteristic exponents. Using the fractal
theory, Cheng et al.(1994) derived similar power–law
relationships and equations inextended form. The two
approaches which were used to calculate A (  ) by Cheng et al.
(1994) were (1) the A (  ) is the area enclosedby contour level
q on a geochemical contour map resulting frominterpolation
of the original data using a weighted moving aver-age
method, and (2) A (  ) are the values obtained by boxcountingof the original elemental concentration values. By
box-counting,one superimposes a grid with cells on the study
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Au
Ag
Al
As
Ba
Be
Bi
Ca
Cd
Ce
Co
Cr
Cu
Fe
K
La
Li
Mg
Mn
Mo
Na
Ni
P
Pb
S
Sb
Sc
Sn
Sr
Th
Ti
U
V
W
Y_A
Yb
Zn
Zr

Au

-0.116

0.094

*

-0.004

0.161

0.175

0.110

0.110

-0.051

-.264*

**

-0.120

.403**

.550**
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0.136

0.167

-0.206

0.061

0.117

*

0.180

-0.140

0.083

-0.118

*

0.170

*

-0.013

-0.083

-0.009

-0.041

.623**

**

-.259*

**

.623**

-0.156

*

0.143

**

-.584**

-0.070

**

-0.102

0.054

-0.145

0.053

-0.017

-0.048

-0.024

.431**

0.019

-.638**

0.114

-.431**

**

.493**

-.691**

-.599

-.631

-.420**

.273

.260

**

-.429

.380

.252

-.451

.240

0.061

.435

-0.059

-0.114

-.340**

.908

.853**

-0.205

**

.900**

0.071

.802**

.701**

.796

**

-.449**

.576**

-.352

**

-0.198

0.132

-.342**

-.342**

-.314

**

0.138

.430**

0.031

0.044

.676

.398

-.325**

**

.476**

0.117

.448

**

.470**

-0.100

.447**

.336**

.458

**

.518**

.433

**

0.170

.376**

0.005

.289

.560**

.490**

.506**

*

.608

.481

-.534**

**

.493**

-.292

*

-.417**

.464**

.445

**

**

**

0.152

.838**

-.482

**

-0.010

-0.104

0.088

.446**

-.266

.384**

.825

*

0.046

0.225

.250*

-.850**

**

.363**

-.419

**

-.771**

.633**

.458

0.119

0.175

**

.518**

-.467

0.132

.454**

-0.091

-.366

-0.148

**

**

.239*

.326**

-.515**

.512**

0.061

0.093

0.055

.579**

-.513**

-.820**

-.526**

0.158

.763

.605**

-.374

**

0.166

**

.435**

.422**

1.000

Ba

.347**

.234

-0.163

-0.176

.480

0.124

.587**

0.207

0.154

0.087

.520**

0.128

0.194

1.000

1.000

-.296*

-0.047

As

.482**

Al

-0.228

-.539**

Ag

1.000

0.129

1.000

.505

.429**

0.056

.471

**

.612**

0.232

.379**

.608**

.429

**

.725**

.508

**

0.215

.353**

-0.220

0.211

.391

**

.761**

-.432**

**

.506**

-.322

**

-.516**

.679**

.891

**

.859**

-.653

**

.411**

-.469**

-.585**

.843**

0.175

.337**

0.124

1.000

Be

0.081

0.090

0.184

0.168

0.040

0.196

0.032

0.190

0.069

0.182

0.097

0.213

-.233

*

0.010

0.078

0.031

-0.126

0.167

-0.111

-0.140

-0.090

0.162

0.015

0.100

0.045

0.095

-0.102

0.000

0.115

-0.048

0.111

1.000

Bi

.441

.451

.396**

-0.066

**

.386**

-0.078

.455**

0.080

.469

**

.660**

.635

**

0.033

.338**

-0.096

.394**

0.222

.468**

-.571**

**

.575**

-.317

**

-.489**

.462**

.422

**

.427**

-.600

**

0.154

-.551**

-.627**

.499**

0.077

1.000

Ca

.285

.482

-.419**

.634**

-.401

**

-.258*

0.206

-.418**

-0.217

-.399

**

.233*

-0.076

0.053

-.396**

**

.433**

.705

**

0.171

.408**

-.356

**

0.154

.313

**

0.193

0.037

*

.234*

-.256

*

.404**

.380**

0.026

0.113

1.000

Cd

.535

.444**

0.137

.527

**

.705**

0.170

.416**

.482**

.507

**

.748**

.533

**

0.101

.374**

-.238

*

.272*

.308

**

.741**

-.516**

**

.579**

-0.231

-.523**

.674**

.895

**

.732**

-.657

**

.346**

-.530**

-.595**

1.000

Ce

.854

.483

.262

-.451**

.392**

-.468

**

-.509**

0.003

-.345**

-.432**

-.419

**

-.670**

-.496

**

-0.130

-0.214

*

-.271*

-0.074

-.722**

.730**

-.535

**

-.578**

**

.708**

-.361**

-.664

**

-.597**

**

-0.019

.781**

1.000

Co

.537

.531

-.704**

.469**

-.773

**

-.760**

0.033

-.646**

-.597**

-.683

**

-.472**

-.543

**

-0.066

-.593**

**

-0.066

0.216

-.511**

.949**

-.750

**

-.419**

**

.784**

-.423**

-.454

**

-.427**

.584**

0.080

1.000

Cr

.319

-.255

0.042

.482**

0.089

0.133

-0.223

0.176

-.250

*

-.397**

-0.030

**

.368

-0.075

-.302**

-0.168

-.729**

-.443

**

-0.057

-0.074

0.150

-.433**

*

-.734**

.465**

-.352

**

-.557**

**

.556**

-.406**

-.759**

-.670**

1.000

Fe

0.110

0.132

0.132

.361**

0.158

0.130

0.144

0.162

0.125

.564

**

.302**

0.048

-0.071

.388**

0.099

-0.118

.408**

.472

**

.470**

-0.191

1.000

Cu

.362

.366**

0.036

.365

**

.459**

0.156

.309**

.485**

.350

**

.697**

.350

**

0.218

.264*

0.001

0.185

.507

**

.779**

-.385**

**

.586**

-.242

*

-.440**

.592**

.831**

1.000

K

.410

.244

.341**

0.096

.403

**

.563**

*

.284*

.521**

.374

**

.797**

.454

**

0.214

0.231

-0.118

.267*

.444

**

.834**

-.422**

**

.667**

-0.177

-.546**

.584**

1.000

La

.400

.649**

0.111

.618

**

.632**

0.138

.601**

.371**

.645

**

.454**

.639

**

0.131

.622**

-0.171

0.215

0.222

.428**

-.493**

**

.504**

-.266*

-.555**

1.000

Li

.416

-.735**

.309**

-.752

**

-.691**

-0.131

-.651**

-.605**

-.703

**

-.530**

-.650

**

-0.160

-.597**

**

-0.042

0.051

-.485**

.828**

-.614

**

-.537**

.342**

1.000

Mg

-.393**

.400**

-.415

**

-.353**

0.165

-.453**

-.332**

-.482

**

-.313**

-.401

**

-0.144

-.251*

.552

**

-.237*

0.181

-.297*

.534**

-.541**

-0.206

1.000

Mn

.249

.442**

0.036

.426

**

.386**

*

.411**

.322**

.501

**

.629**

.381

**

0.152

.242*

0.063

.233*

.278

*

.570**

-.469**

.264*

1.000

Mo

-.689**
-0.082
**

-.466**
**

-.607**
-.787**
-0.023
-.780**
**

.396**
-.820**

.686**
.307**
**

.479**
**

.756**
.759**
-0.074
.806**
**

-.246*
.715**

.820

.712

.684

-.860

-.815

-.607

.514

**

**

-.603

0.198
-0.047

0.131

1.000
-.487**

.498**
-0.048

-.762**

1.000

Ni

Na

.422
.350**

-0.088

**

.538**

0.128

.311**

.533**

.355

**

.765**

.374

**

0.213

0.040
-0.040
-0.008
-0.080
0.102
-0.003
.323**
-0.030

-0.061
0.193
-0.013
-0.130
.589**
-0.174

.367**

0.076

.347

.423**
-0.077

**

**

0.156

1.000
-0.002

0.154

0.195

.534**
.862**

-.427**
-.478**

**

**

-0.108
.843**

.414**
-.397**

.885

.797**

-.489**
-.509

0.080

0.132

.810

**

**

-.495

0.172

.622**

0.172

1.000

Sc

-0.157

-.436

-.421**

0.022
-0.057

1.000

.249*

-0.102

.429**

.311**

Sb

-0.118

1.000
.365**

.379**

1.000

S

Pb

P

0.201

-0.005

0.196

0.158

0.178

0.211

.363**

0.175

0.081

0.231

1.000

Sn

.339**
0.102
.460**
**

0.064
.317**

.421**
.666**
0.051
.653**
**

-0.011
.618**

.396

.424**

.683**

.684

1.000
.395**

.512**

1.000

Th

Sr

.915

.878**

-0.167

**

.771**

0.096

.964**

.583**

1.000

Ti

.693

.664**

-0.174

**

.699**

0.142

.609**

1.000

U

0.145
0.130
0.218
0.113

**

-0.154
.890**

.919

1.000

0.054

W

.741**

1.000

V

.780**

-0.115

.910**

1.000

Y_A

1.000

1.000
-0.225

-0.214
.923**

1.000

Zr

Zn

Yb
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Table 2. Calculation of correlation coefficients of elements
using Pearson method for normalized geochemical data

3.2. Hierarchical Clustering

Figure 4 shows the Hierarchical Clustering chart for cluster
analysis of normal data. According to this diagram, the
following results can be obtained :

The resulting chart has two main clusters. Each of
these clusters is divided into two sub-clusters.


The lower cluster is not explicitly exploratory, and
due to the correlation of elements of this cluster, it
is anticipated that these elements are related to the
chemistry of surface rocks in the region.


The upper cluster itself is divided into two subbranches or branches, each of which in turn has
smaller subdivisions. Meanwhile, confirmation of
the correlation between the elements Ag, As, Au,
Cd, Cu, Mn, Pb, S, Sb and Zn is the most important
finding of this graph.


The three Bi, Sn, and W elements form a sub branch
of the upper branch. These elements are notable in
this exploratory area. However, the combination of
these elements with elements of Ag, As, Au, Cd,
Cu, Mn, Pb, S, Sb and Zn elements can be of great
importance from the genetic point of view.


Another major branch of the upper branch is the Co,
Cr, Fe, Mg and Ni elements. The existence of such a
correlation was also detectable in a bivariate test.
Therefore, it can be used in genetic topics.


Finally, according to the analyzes carried out at the
earlier stages among all the elements, 14 important
elements were detected that included Au, Ag, As,
Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb, Sb , W and Zn and
were selected by main component analysis method
(PCA).

Figure 4. Logarithmic Dendrogram for Ward
Method.
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3.3. Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
According to the Scree Plot chart (Figure 5), there are 14 total
factors, of which only 3 first factors have been selected due to
special values above 1 as effective factors.

To map geochemical information in the software
environment, an appropriate size is chosen for the size of the
pixels for interpolation . In this step, in order to find the
appropriate size for the size of the pixels for interpolation,
according to Hengl [25] the following formula is used:

𝑥=

𝐴
× 0.05
𝑛

In this formula, x is the appropriate cell size, A is the area of
the study area in m2, and n is the number of samples taken
from the range. Here, A = 6 * 6 and n = 72, which after
reaching the formula above is x = 0.03 m2, after which all
interpolations made with cell size will be 0.03 square meters.

Figure 5. Scree plot derived from the results of the factor
analysis of the 14 selected normal elements.

Subsequently, using the inverse distance weighing method
(IDW), 8 elements including Ag, As, Au, Cd, Cu, Pb, Sb and
Zn were continuously interpolated and the distribution maps
of the geochemical anomalies related to these elements in
figure 6 to 13 are visible. According to the studies carried out
in the previous section, according to the main components
analysis method, based on the points allocated to each of the
samples under the third component (PC3), the final map of the
geochemical anomaly is also drawn (Figure 4- 14).

The PCA results are characterized by three main components.
According to Table 3, all three main components have special
values greater than 1. The value of the variance for each
component indicates the degree of variability of the data in
that particular component.
Table 3. The results of the main components analysis
(PCA) for the 14 selected elements.
Elements

PC1

PC2

PC3

Au

0.450

0.094

0.524

Ag

0.052

0.016

0.533

As

0.149

-0.091

0.820

Cd

0.000

0.819

0.475

Co

0.960

-0.162

0.049

Cr

0.944

0.098

0.175

Cu

-0.157

0.505

0.521

Mn

0.181

0.923

0.007

Mo

-0.723

0.317

0.367

Ni

0.958

0.175

0.110

Pb

-0.103

0.316

0.754

Sb

-0.037

0.550

0.642

W

-0.104

0.955

-0.212

Zn

0.188

-0.532

0.776

Var.

26.03

25.43

25.25

Cum. Var.

26.03

51.46

76.72

Figure 6. Distribution map of geochemical anomalies for
Ag element.

3.4. Distribution of elements concentration
At this stage, the values of the 8 selected elements of
importance identified in the previous sections were used to
represent the distribution of various elements in the study
area. They were interpolated using the IDW method
(weighted by inverted distance) in the Arc GIS 10.2
environment.

www.ijsea.com

Figure 7. Distribution map of geochemical anomalies for
As element.
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Figure 8. Distribution map of geochemical anomalies for
Au element.

Figure 12. Distribution map of geochemical anomalies for
Sb element.

Figure 9. Distribution map of geochemical anomalies for
Cd element.

Figure 13. Distribution map of geochemical anomalies for
Zn element.

Figure 10. Distribution map of geochemical anomalies for
Cu element.

Figure 14. Distribution Map of Geochemical Anomalies
for the Scores derived from the Third Component
Analysis of Principal Components.

3.5. Estimated threshold

Figure 11. Distribution map of geochemical anomalies for
Pb element.

www.ijsea.com

Firstly, eight elements were selected first for single-element
geochemical data fractal modeling. For the fractal modeling
by concentration-area method, the distribution of the 8
elements of the above mentioned elements, as described in the
previous sections, was first normalized using logarithmic
transformation, then ArcGIS 10.2 software was interpolated
using the IDW method and mapped. Then, using the initial
maps, the cumulative area of the pixels was calculated for
definite grades, and the graphs plotted against the area were
plotted in full logarithm. In order to determine the different
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communities, direct lines were fitted on the points of the
diagram based on the least squares law, and on the basis of
which the thresholds and the number of different geochemical
communities were determined.

geochemical societies are identified and segregated based on
the lines fitted on the chart based on the least squares method.
These societies are composed of fields, low anomalies,
moderate anomalies and strong anomalies, respectively.

It should be noted that the number of thresholds from the
number of geochemical communities is always one unit less.
In Figure 15, the Fractal Characteristics of the Gradient-Area
Fractures for the 8 elements, As, Au, Cd, Cu, Pb, Sb and Zn
are shown with the threshold lines.

Then, the estimated thresholds were entered into the software
and the final map of the geochemical anomaly modeling for
gold mineralization in Zarshuran range was obtained by the
concentration-area fractal method, which provided low,
medium and strong anomaly values for exploration and
investigation More precise in the studied area can be used.
The community with a moderate anomaly in identifying
promising areas can be a good exploratory guide, and
communities with strong anomaly values can also be used in
more detailed exploration areas (Figure 18).

Table 4. The thresholds obtained for each selected element
Element

0.13
0.20
0.27
0.66

0.20
0.27
0.66
0.80

1
2
3
4

1.90
107.13
578.36
4713.75

107.13
578.36
4713.75
6576.82

Au (ppb)

1
2
3

4
40.2
146.7

40.2
146.7
174.9

Cd

1
2
3
4
5

0.23
1.45
5.66
71.80
951.71

1.45
5.66
71.80
951.71
3588.23

Cu

1
2
3
4
5

5
24.96
31.15
41.54
78.90

24.96
31.15
41.54
78.90
85.97

1
2
3
4

11.03
66.24
128.35
178.26

66.24
128.35
178.26
191.89

Sb

1
2
3

0.82
2.61
10.02

2.61
10.02
15.39

Zn

1
2
3
4
5

0.50
178.34
373.96
750.97
964.29

178.34
373.96
750.97
946.29
1038.28

As

Figure 15. full-logarithmic graphs of concentration-area
for the elements

Figure 16 illustrates anomaly maps classified for the eight
elements using the full-size fractal method. As is clear from
the figure, geochemical communities are distinguished for
different elements and can be used for more detailed studies
on the region and for the discovery of new anomalies and for
finding promising areas.

3.6. C-A fractal modeling of the values of
PCA Values

Thresholds (ppm)

1
2
3
4

Ag

After plotting full-logarithmic graphs for the elements studied
and determining the thresholds and different geochemical
communities, using the thresholds obtained from the diagram,
from the existing data set, the value of the equivalent of each
threshold limit (Table 4) and the final anomaly map classified
using a full-gravity fractal method.

Population

Pb

The PC3 privileges were logged into Arc GIS 10.2 software
and were internalized by the IDW method. Then all
logarithmic graphs of values were plotted against the area
occupied by those values (Figure 17). According to the entire
logarithmic diagram of the concentration-area, four
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4. Conclusion


To study the potential of gold mineralization in the
Zarshuran area, field separation from anomalies
such as fractal-geometric methods including
concentration-area was used to separate the
anomalous areas from the field and identify the
geochemical promising areas.



In this study, all 38 elements were first studied as
monovalent and each geochemical pattern was
detected. Then, based on the two-variable analysis
of geochemical elements, using the coefficients of
correlation and principal components analysis, the
main values of the third component, as well as the 8
elements including Ag, As, Au, Cd, Cu, Pb, Sb and
Zn, which are most related to mineral The gold
mining of the Zarshuran range was selected and
used to identify and isolate geochemical patterns.



In the next step, 8 elements of the method based on
the concentration-area fractal geometry were used to
separate the anomal area from the background.
Based on full logarithmic diagrams, concentrationarea fractal method, 4 enrichment steps for Ag, As
and Pb elements, 5 enrichment steps for Cu and Cd
elements, 3 enrichment steps for Au and Sb
elements were obtained. As in the geochemical
anomaly maps derived from full-gravity fractal
methods, the elements in the central, northeastern
and northwest of the Zarshuran range have highlevel anomalies.



In the next step, by using the principal component
analysis method, in the form of a multi-element
geochemical map for the identification of gold
mineralization, they are combined and for
separating the anomaly of the communities from the
field for continuous quantities obtained from the
method of analysis of the main components of the
concentration fractal method -The area was used.



Based on the full logarithmic graphs of the
concentration-area fractal method, 4 different
geochemical societies including background, weak
anomalies, modal anomalies and strong anomalies
were obtained, which shows the high resolution of
these methods for identifying areas with potential
potential for exploration in this area.

Figure 16. Distribution maps of geochemical communities
using concentration-area fractal method for elements.

Figure 17: Full-logarithmic plot of concentration-area
fractals for values obtained from PC3.

Figure 18. Final map of distribution of geochemical
communities for PC3 values using concentration-area
fractal method.
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Abstract: Zarshuran gold mine is located in Takab city and West Azarbaijan province. Due to the importance of remote sensing in the
identification of mineralization and alterations in mineral areas, remote sensing studies were carried out around the gold mine. The
purpose of these studies was to identify mineralization zones around the mine area. In this study, due to the suitability of Aster Images
to identify copper alterations various methods of remote sensing such as false color combinations (FCC) and spectral angle mapper
(SAM) for mapping altrations and promising regions were used. Finally, areas with mineralization and alteration were presented as
maps.
Keywords: Remote Sensing; FCC; SAM; Aster; Gold

1. INTRODUCTION
We Remote sensing is the acquisition of information about an
object or phenomenon without making physical contact with
the object and thus in contrast to on-site observation. Remote
sensing is used in numerous fields, including geography, land
surveying and most Earth Science disciplines (for example,
hydrology, ecology, oceanography, glaciology, geology); it
also has military, intelligence, commercial, economic,
planning, and humanitarian applications [1] [2].
In current usage, the term "remote sensing" generally refers to
the use of satellite- or aircraft-based sensor technologies to
detect and classify objects on Earth, including on the surface
and in the atmosphere and oceans, based on propagated
signals (e.g. electromagnetic radiation). It may be split into
"active" remote sensing (i.e., when a signal is emitted by a
satellite or aircraft and its reflection by the object is detected
by the sensor) and "passive" remote sensing (i.e., when the
reflection of sunlight is detected by the sensor) [3] [4] [5].

All material on each page should fit within a rectangle of 18 x
23.5 cm (7" x 9.25"), centered on the page, beginning 2.54 cm
(1") from the top of the page and ending with 2.54 cm (1")
from the bottom. The right and left margins should be 1.9 cm
(.75”). The text should be in two 8.45 cm (3.33") columns
with a .83 cm (.33") gutter[10].
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The Zarshuran mineral zone is located in West Azarbaijan
province of Iran and on geological sheet of Takht-e-Soleyman
(on sclae 1:100,000). The Takht-e-Soleyman sheet covers
parts of Zanjan, West Azarbaijan and East Azarbaijan
provinces. The Takht-e-Soleyman sheet is part of the 1:
250000 geological map of the Takab rectangle between the
eastern longitude 47° 00' and 47° 30' and the north latitude
36° 30' 'to 37° 00' . The quadrilateral coordinates of the
studied area are presented in Table 1. Due to its location in the
Takab metallurgical province and the location of the AlborzAzarbaijan, Iran Central and Sanandaj-Sirjan construction
zones, this area has a lot of mineralization diversity. The most
important mineralization in this area is the lead and zinc
mineralization (Anguran, Alam Kandy and Arpachai) and
gold mineralization (Zarshuran, Aghdare and Tozlar). The
study area of this project is located between Zanjan and East
Azarbaijan provinces around the Zarshuran gold mine.
Geolocation of study area in Iran map is shown in figure 1.

Table 1. Geographical coordinates of study area

Geographical Coordinates
Longitude (X)
Latitude (Y)
36° 40' 49''

47° 08' 00''

36° 44' 06''

47° 08' 00''

36° 44' 06''

47° 12' 03''

36° 40' 49''

47° 12' 03''

poi
nts

Remote sensing is one of the methods that can be used to
separate surface anomalies from the field by detecting
alterations and target minerals. In the early stages of regional
exploration, it is possible to identify mineralization and
alteration by using the classic and modern statistical methods
on the geochemical data in the study region [6] [7]. The
combination of remote sensing results and geochemical
statistical studies can provide more reliable results [8]. Also,
initial exploratory studies include economic studies and
mineral processing in the region. Statistical and geochemical
studies are the basis of these studies [9].

2. METHODOLOGY AND DATASET
2.1 Geolocation of Study Area

A
B
C
D
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Macintosh, use the font named Times. Right margins should
be justified, not ragged [10].

2.3. False Color Combinations Method
The importance of displaying the color combination of images
in remote sensing can be considered due to their effectiveness
in visual interpretation of various effects. One of the effective
methods for identifying and separating various geological
units is the false color combination (FCC) method [15].
The false color combination is a combination of three
different bands combined in red, green, and blue (RGB)
colors. If the combined bands of red, green, and blue
wavelengths are the visible spectrum of electromagnetic
spectrum, the resulting image will be a true color
combination. If a different combination of red, green and blue
bands or other bands of the electromagnetic spectrum is used,
a false color image will be obtained that is not similar to the
surface of the earth and its colors [16].

Figure 1. Geolocation of study area in Iran map

2.2. Satellite Remote Sensing Data
In this study, the image of the ASTER Satellite Sensor was
used. ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and
Reflection Radiometer) is a high resolution imaging
instrument that is flying on the Terra satellite [11]. ASTER
will obtain detailed maps of land surface temperature,
emissivity, reflectance and elevation of the Earth.
ASTER has three sensors to measure and record the reflected
and emitted Electromagnetic Radiation (EMR). They are
working in different wavelength regions the Visible and Near
Infrared (VNIR) between 0.52 and 0.86 μm, Short Wave
Infrared (SWIR) between 1.6 and 2.43 μm, and Thermal
Infrared (TIR) between 8.125 and 11.65 μm. ASTER data
consists of 14 spectral bands 3 VNIR, 6 SWIR, and 5 TIR
with 15, 30, and 90 m spatial resolution, espectively [12].
The VNIR, SWIR and TIR wavelength regions provide
complementary data for lithological mapping [13].

In making false color combinations it is better to use bands
that have less correlation. Since the interaction of different
wavelengths of electromagnetic energy is different in dealing
with rock units, the sensitivity of the human eye to minor
changes in color is much greater than its sensitivity to changes
in black and white images. Choosing the best band
combination depends on the target [17].
Three images can be combined to make the images visible for
viewing in three blue, green, and red wavelengths (original
RGB color combinations). In this study, this combination has
been used to display several images in a single image and
simultaneously display different information from a single
point [18].
Calculation of the optimum index factor amount (OIF) is
required to obtain the best false color combination (OIF of the
higher color combinative with more information). The
formula below shows the OIF calculation method [19].
3

OIF 

S

k

r

j

k 1
3

j 1

(1)

Geometric corrections were made using the satellite ETM+
satellite image on the study area image. In order to ensure the
results, IAR Reflectance radiometric corrections were applied
to the region image and the results for applying different types
of processes were introduced into ENVI software[5; 14].

In formula 1 : Sk is the standard deviation of the k band, rj is
the two-band correlation coefficient of the three-band
combination [20]. Sometimes visually, the false color
combinations containing major information are determined by
the variety of colors [5; 21] [10].

Please use a 9-point Times Roman font, or other Roman font
with serifs, as close as possible in appearance to Times
Roman in which these guidelines have been set. The goal is to
have a 9-point text, as you see here. Please use sans-serif or
non-proportional fonts only for special purposes, such as
distinguishing source code text. If Times Roman is not
available, try the font named Computer Modern Roman. On a

2.4. Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) Method
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Spectral angle mapping (SAM) method is an image
classification method by calculating the similarity between the
image spectrum and a reference spectrum (e.g., spectral
libraries) [22]. The algorithm of this method calculates the
similarity between two spectra by the spectral angle between
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them [23]. In fact, by transforming the spectra into a vector in
a space in the number of dimensions of the bands, the angle
between the two vectors is calculated (See figure 2) [24] .

stones related to propylitic alteration are green in the vicinity
of the argillic-phyllic alterations (Figure 3).

Figure. 2 Example of SAM classification in case of 2
spectral bands. Scalar product between unknown material
x and library sample r [24].
In this method, the direction is important for calculating
vectors, not length. Therefore, other factors are not considered
in this method. In fact, the more the angle (between 0 and 1)
is less, the more accurate it will be. If the value is 0, the whole
image is identified as the desired phenomenon. To compare a
pixel, the desired pixel spectrum is plotted from the examined
area with the same pixel spectrum in the laboratory (library)
on two bands in a coordinate axis. Then the points are
connected to the coordinate center, and the angle between the
two lines is used as the pixel identification angle. If the n
bands are used to identify the phenomenon concerned, the
following formula is used to obtain an angle[5] [25] [10].



nb
x
r



i
i
i 1
  Cos 
1
1 
nb
nb
 ( i 1 xi 2 ) 2 ( i 1 ri 2 ) 2 
1

(3)

In formula 3 : nb is the number of bands. unknown
material x and library sample r.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. False Color Combinations Method
One of the methods used to identify hydrothermal alterations
in esters is the use of false color combinations. Al-OH bonded
minerals such as kaolinite, muscovite and montmorillonite
and ilite, index minerals (phylic and argillic alteration zones)
have maximum reflection in the band of 4 SWIR regions.
Also, minerals containing Mg-OH such as chlorite and
epidote, which are the propylitic altration zone index, have a
high reflection in the ASTER spectral band of the spectral
range of the SWIR. Therefore, the false color combination
(FCC) 4-6-8 of the SWIR region will show the red and pink
red and red and pink red argillic zones and the proplyitic
alteration zones in green [26]. In the study area, phylic and
argillic alterations are seen in red to pink, while the alteration
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Figure 3. False color combination 4-6-8 (RGB). Phylic
alteration and argillic are seen in red to pink and
propylitic alterations are green.
Most deposits and minerals are closely related to geological
structures, lithological units, tectonics and faults in the region.
Using satellite imagery, lithological units and geological
structures of the region can be identified and differentiated,
which would help to identify the mineralogy and ultimately
explore the deposits in them. One of the best ways to identify
these structures is the use of ETM + images. The use of these
images provides a good idea to identify the structure of
tectonics and geological structures and rock units in the area.
For the detection and separation of stone units in ETM +
images, the color combination of the band 5 in the red channel
and the band 3 in the green channel and the band 1 in the blue
channel is the best color combination[27]. In this research,
ETM + band 5, 3 and 1 were used to distinguish rock units
and identify lines such as faults in the region.
The false color combination of 5-3-1 was used to display the
image. As shown in Figure 4, the stone units are well
separated. In Figure 5, the main faults in the area are well
identified. By matching the image from the color combination
5-3-1 with the geologic map of the area, the accuracy of the
results obtained from the processing of ETM + images is
confirmed for the identification and separation of rock units
and lineaments in the region.
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Figure 4. Map of the division of linguistic units of the
study area using the false color combination of the 5-3-1
band of the ETM + sensor.

The main advantage of this method, among the methods
of satellite data classification, is the ease and speed of
mapping based on the spectral similarity between the
spectrum of the problem and the reference spectrum. As
you can see in Figure 6, various minerals, which indicate
hydrothermal alterations and iron oxide and silica
alterations are identified separately.

Figure 5. Identification map of the lines (faults) of the
study area using the false color combination of the 5-3-1
band of the ETM+ sensor.

3.2. Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) Method
Spectral analysis of ASTER images can be a very useful tool
for identifying various types of alterations such as argillic,
advanced argillic, sericitic, propylitic, silicification and iron
oxides. In practice, the ability of this tool depends on a large
number of factors, including:






Presence of vegetation: vegetation strongly
influences spectral properties of alteration areas.
Effect of surface coating system: Small systems
such as mesothermal veins and mild sulfide systems
are often smaller than the spatial resolution of
ASTER images.
Host rock: Spectral analysis in volcanic systems is a
very useful tool, so that in these rocks the alteration
areas are in contrast to the surrounding rocks and
can be distinguished. In these systems, even very
tight target areas can be identified.

Figure 6. Map of alterations in the study area using the
SAM method

4. CONCLUSION


Considering the importance of remote sensing in
identifying mineralization and alterations in mineral
areas, this study was carried out in the studied area
under the name of Zarshuran in the north of Takab
in West Azarbaijan province in northwest.



In these studies, after corrections made on satellite
images, methods such as false color combination,
band ratio and spectral analysis method have been
used.



The result of these surveys is the identification of
alterations and mineralization of the region, as
presented in Figures 3 to 6. The results indicate that
there are several promising regions, most of them in
the west and northwest of the region. The results of
this research can be used to promote the mineral
exploration project around the Zarshuran mine.
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Abstract— In this study, tire chips (without steel cords) obtained from waste tire were used as raw material
to prepare valuable products; liquid fuel, char and gas. Two-stage reaction system was used in this
experiment. Three types of catalyst pellets (volcanic ash, dolomite and Mabisan clay) were prepared by
activation in furnace about 3 hours and temperature range from 800˚C to 850˚C.These catalyst were
analyzed by using X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and gravimetric analysis method. There were four experiments
in this study. The final product, liquid fuel was measured its density, viscosity, kinematic viscosity and
refractive index. The experiments were carried out at temperatures between 210 - 400 ˚C with and without
using any catalyst. Yield percent of liquid fuels were 50.12%, 51.34%, 48.54% and 44.65% for using
Mabisan clay, volcanic ash, dolomite and without catalyst respectively.Moreover,yield percent of char and
gas fuel of the experiment was obtained 40% and 10 % respectively.
Keywords—waste tire, catalyst pellets, liquid fuel, XRD, gravimetric analysis method
derived from the waste tires .
I. INTRODUCTION
Around the world, there are initiatives to replace
gasoline and diesel fuel due to the impact of fossil fuel crisis,
hike in oil price and stringent emission norms. Millions of
dollars are being invested in the search for alternative fuels.
On the other hand, the disposal of waste tyres from automotive
vehicles is becoming more and more complex [1]. As a result
of rapidly growing number of car owners, among others, also
the production of used tires increases. Most of the used tires
accumulates in landfills, they are bulky and do not degrade.
Currently, it is preferable to reduce filling the landfills and
focus on recycling methods, the use of tires as a valuable
source of energy and chemical substances. The pyrolysis is
one of the conventional methods, however in the field of
processing of used tires is a relatively new technology. This is
the decomposition of organic material at high temperatures in
an inert atmosphere (or vacuum). The pyrolysis of waste tires
represents an alternative environmentally-friendly processing
and at the same time enables you to gain useful products [2].
Pyrolysis is the chemical conversion or breakdown of
organic compounds by heating in the total or partial absence
of oxygen. Energy recovery from pyrolytic gas , the valuable
liquid products and char are obtained, which may become
commercial products after additional processing [3]. Another
solution of removing tires from the waste stream is
incineration. A serious consequence of burning tires is that it
may release toxic chemical compounds such as dioxin, furans,
and aromatic hydrocarbons into the atmosphere. The final
products from the open combustion of waste tires are ash,
particulates, tar, and exhaust gases, which are blamed for
several physical health problems such as eye irritation and
respiratory problems. The high levels of pollution generated
from open tire burning are unacceptable to the public [4]. The
aim of the present research work was to study the fuel oil
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In Myanmar, liquid fuel from the waste tire is
potentially increased as a National project. In this study , the
tire chips (without steel cords) from waste truck tire was used
as a raw material to prepare valuable products such as liquid
fuel ,char and gas.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Raw Materials
3
Tire chips (bulk density = 0.87g/cm , thickness = 0.9
3
cm, average volume = 1.4 cm ) were obtained from waste tire
of truck cars. These were purchased from local market.
Different natural catalysts (Mabisan clay Mhawbe township,
Yangon division, volcanic ash from Popa region, Mandalay
division and dolomite from Kyaukse, Mandalay division)
were used to pyrolyse the waste tire.
B. Preparation of Tire Chips from the Waste Truck Car Tire
Tire chips were obtained from waste truck car tire. But
it is impossible to pyrolyse the whole tire in the thermal
reactor. Firstly, steel cords were removed from waste tire.
And then, waste tire were washed and cleaning to remove dust
and sand. Moreover, these were dried in the oven at 60˚C for
two hour. Finally, waste tire was chipped into cylinder shape
3
with 1.4 cm in volume. The moisture content, bulk density
and ash content of truck car tire were initially determined.
Tire chips from waste tire are as shown in Fig 1.

Fig. 1 Tire chips from waste tire
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C. Preparation of Natural Catalyst Pellets
In this study, three types of catalyst were used. These were
Mabisan clay, dolomite and volcanic ash. The catalyst powder
was moulded to make required shape. Prior to use, all the natural
catalysts were crushed and sieved. Particle sizes having (<
495µm) were used and pelletised by moulding. And then, these
catalysts were activated by heating at the temperature range from
800˚C to 850˚C for 3 hours. The catalyst pellets (a) Mabisan clay,
(b) dolomite and (c)volcanic ash are as shown in Fig 2. The
chemical compositions such as SiO2, Al2O3, CaCO3 and Fe2O3
contents of all catalyst samples were determined by using the
gravimetric analysis method at the Department of Technology
Promotion and Coordination Metallurgical Research and
Development Centre in Ela.

yield (%) of product liquid fuels using catalysts were higher
than the yield (%)of product liquid fuel using without
catalysts. Among them, the highest yield of liquid fuel can be
obtained using volcanic ash catalyst . The odour of liquid fuel
without using catalyst was worse than using catalysts.
According to the literature, during the pyrolysis process, 3338 wt. % of pyrolytic char occur, 38 -55 wt. % of pyrolytic oil
and 10-30 wt. % of gases[2]. According to Table 4, the result
of yield percent of liquid fuel from the two-stage reaction
system were found to be nearly 50%. And then, liquid fuel
from the pyrolysis of waste tire will be the qualified product.
And then, the yield (%) of char was found to be high carbon
content. Therefore, it could be suggested that activated carbon
should be produced from this high carbon content.
TABLE 1
CHARACTERISTICS OF RAW MATERIAL

a

b

c

Fig. 2 Catalyst pellets of Mabisan clay dolomite and volcanic
ash
D. Preparation of Crude Liquid Fuel from Waste Tire
The two-stage reactor for waste tire cracking was set-up
as shown in Fig 6. The weight ratio of raw material and
catalyst was 10:1 ratio. To do catalytic cracking, 200 g of
waste tire chips were loaded into the reactor and 20 g of each
natural catalyst was placed in the catalytic bed. The thermal
reactor was heated to 250˚C with the heating rate of 5˚C min
1
and then to reach the final setting temperature 400˚C by
using the heating rate of 2˚C per minute. The thermal reactor
was purged with nitrogen gas throughout the process. The
catalytic bed was heated to 300˚C. The organic vapours
thermally cracked from waste tire chips were passed through
the catalytic bed for catalytic cracking. After that, the vapour
st
nd
were condensed as liquid fuel in the 1 and 2 condenser.
The yield percent of liquid fuel from the condenser were
determined. And then, density, refractive index and kinematic
viscosity of product liquid fuel were determined.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The result of characteristics of waste tire are shown in
Table1. After activating by heating at the temperature range
from 800˚C to 850˚C for 3 hours, the natural catalyst pellets
were analyzed by using XRD at the Department of
Technology Promotion and Coordination Metallurgical
Research and Development Centre in Ela. The XRD patterns
of natural catalysts are shown in Fig 3, 4 and 5. Chemical
compositions of natural catalysts are shown in Table 2. Table
3 illustrates the densities, refractive indices and kinematic
viscosities of product liquid fuels obtained from the process by
using with and without catalysts. The colour of product liquid
fuels obtained by using catalysts and without catalyst were
nearly the same in greenish brown colour. According to Table
3 and 4, the yield (%) and colour of liquid fuel depend on the
usage with and without catalyst. It was found that the
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Parameter
Total moisture

Unit
%wt

Value
1.2

Bulk density
Ash content

g/cm
%wt

3

0.87
5.50

TABLE 2
CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS OF NATURAL CATALYST

Components
SiO2(%)
Al2O3(%)
Fe2O3(%)
CaCO3(%)

Mabisan clay
58.9
27.8
1.34
-

Volcanic ash
45.87
17.6
10.12
0.054

Dolomite
20.12
3.23
5.12
51.67

TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OVER PRODUCT CRUDE
LIQUID FUEL

Catalyst

Density
3
(g/cm )
0.807

Refractive
index
1.498

Kinematic
viscosity
2
(mm /s)
3.57

Mabisan
clay
Volcanic
ash
Dolomite

0.805

1.487

3.32

0.87

1.497

3.71

Without
catalyst

0.88

1.496

4.54

Colour

Odour

Greenish
brown
Greenish
brown
Greenish
brown
Brown

Like
diesel
Like
diesel
Like
diesel
Strong

TABLE 4
COMPARISON OF PRODUCT YIELD BY USING NATURAL CATALYSTS

Reaction temperature:
Reaction time :

210 – 400 ˚C
3.5 hours

Catalyst

Liquid fuel
yield (%)

Char
yield ( %)

Gas yield
(%)

Mabisan clay
Volcanic ash
Dolomite
Without catalyst

50.12
51.34
48.54
44.65

42.12
40.43
41.54
39.78

6.12
6.01
6.45
8.12
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Fig. 3 XRD pattern of dolomite after activating

Fig. 4 XRD pattern of Mabisan clay after activating

Fig. 5 XRD pattern of volcanic ash after activating
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Non condensable gas fuel

IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, the liquid fuel from waste tire pyrolysis
experiment can be given crude oil. Therefore, the crude oil
should be needed to distillate for the pure fuel properties. The
pyrolysis results showed that the waste tire degradation takes
place at temperature from (210˚C-400˚C). Upon reaching the
final pyrolysis temperature about 50yield% of liquid fuel, 40
yield% of char and, 10 yield% of non condensable gas fuel
were obtained. Oil obtained by pyrolysis can be used directly
as a fuel or admixture to the products of petrochemical
industry. Gases can also be used as a fuel. Char can be used
either as a smokeless fuel, carbon black or activated carbon, or
can be gasified to obtain gaseous fuels. Moreover, this
research can be beneficial for environmental control and can
also support to solve the shortage problems of fossil fuels at
the near future.
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Abstract: Due to the evolution of life in the last century and the continuing development to the present time, in addition to the
increase in the presence of factories and laboratories and modern means of transport and increase the requirements of living such as
housing and work and the resources of consumption of food, water and energy. All these things led to a large pollution in the
environment in which we live. And the increase in the consumption of fuel and energy will lead to an increase in the proportion of
harmful substances that will be put in the environment as a result of the consumables we use in our daily lives. Hence, there is an
urgent need to preserve the environment and to detoxify harmful substances and human waste. The term green technology refers to the
use of healthy resources and clean energy sources that do not contain harmful residues when used. One of the areas in which green
technology is involved is the engineering fields, especially structural engineering, so that waste recycling and its use for construction
purposes can be achieved in addition to building environmentally friendly facilities. This paper presents a review of the use of green
technology in the fields of civil engineering.
Keywords: Green Technology, Green Building, Waste Recycling Materials

1. INTRODUCTION

advancements. The appropriation and utilization of green

Green technology is an environmentally friendly technology

advances includes the utilization of ecological advances for

that prevents pollution that harms human health and living

checking and appraisal, contamination counteractive action

organisms. This technology provides energy sources and

and control, and remediation and rebuilding. Checking and

alternative resources to sources and resources that cause

evaluation innovations are utilized to gauge and track the state

damage to the environment. The world has large natural

of the earth, including the arrival of common or anthropogenic

resources that can be used to produce green technology. Some

materials of a hurtful sort. Aversion innovations maintain a

of these resources have been fully depleted and others are still

strategic distance from the generation of earth dangerous

available. For instance - family unit batteries and hardware

substances or adjust human exercises in ways that limit harm

frequently contain unsafe synthetic concoctions that can dirty

to nature; it includes item substitution or the update of a

the groundwater after transfer, debasing our dirt and water

whole creation process as opposed to utilizing new bits of

with synthetics that can't be expelled from the drinking water

gear. Control innovation renders unsafe substances innocuous

supply and the nourishment crops developed on defiled soil.

before they enter the earth. Remediation and reclamation

The dangers to human wellbeing are incredible. In this way,

advancements exemplify techniques intended to enhance the

the need of great importance is that each financial specialist

state of biological systems, debased through normally

should think green. They should realize that green innovations

instigated or anthropogenic impacts [1].

and clean advances are great business. These are quickly
developing markets with developing benefits. From the view
purpose of purchasers, they ought to likewise realize that
purchasing green developments can diminish their vitality
charge and that green creations are regularly more secure and
more advantageous items [1]. Green technology covers an
expansive

territory
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of

generation

and

2. GREEN TECHNOLOGY IN
BUILDINGS
Civil engineering projects can have noteworthy site-particular
and combined effects on our environmental and social
frameworks if not accurately arranged, outlined and
executed[2]. In the region of manageability, there is an earnest

utilization
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need to apply advances and techniques that convey better and

ingests water what's more, swells and later on when it dries it

more reasonable execution in a way that is financially savvy.

lessens to its typical measure and from now on decreasing the

Feasible, versatile and mitigative ways to deal with

quality of the bond between bamboo and concrete. Treatment

environmental change, in the outline of framework are

of bamboo with some waterproof covering makes bamboo

subsequently critical directing components [3]. Moderately

less powerless to dampness. In this manner irrelevant swelling

couple of planners have so far investigated the transformative

and shrinkage of bamboo happens amid the relieving time of

capability of environmental outline and have liked to stay

concrete [5].

unopinionated and unconcerned with the distributional effects
of plan as they influence the wellbeing of people and
biological communities [4]. Infrastructure components, for
example, streets, water, sewage and stormwater can result in
loss of basic biological systems and biodiversity. There is a
need to make an eco-delicate framework configuration rating
framework that empowers and advances the utilization of
"gentler" outline arrangements. The rating of green structures
assesses the ecological effects of structures however with little
accentuations on the natural execution of structural building

3.2 Blended Cement
These are cements containing a high volume of one or more
complementary cementing materials (CCM), such as coal fly
ash, granulated slag, silica fume and reactive rice-husk ash. A
large volume of CO2 is directly emitted during the cement
manufacturing

process

(0.9

tonnes/tonne

of

clinker).

Reduction in the quantity of clinker by substituting
with CCM results in lesser CO2 emissions [5].

foundation. The proposed examine utilizes the idea of the

3.3 Green technology for Road, Parking
and Residential Construction

green rating of green structures and makes a choice toolbox

low volume streets can be made penetrable so rain water goes

that evaluates the ecological effects of framework plan

into the asphalts and afterward gradually trickles into the

choices on advancement. By using enhanced earth benevolent

ground water. This will likewise wipe out sprinkle of water

looking for outline arrangements, this investigation intends to

when an auto moves amid light rains. Most fitting sort of

present ecologically well-disposed plan choices before the

asphalt is precast solid asphalt. For low volume streets, the

framework plan endorsement process [2].

sub base furthermore, base layers must be open reviewed
granular layer which have great porousness. Treatment with

3. APPLICATION OF GREEN
TECHNOLOGY IN CONSTRUCTION
3.1 Green technology for Low cost housing

concrete or bitumen can improve the quality of the granular

The construct of building houses or housing units requires a

3.4 Buildings with low Carbon Pollution

lot of money and this is because of the high prices of

Disclosure of normal inorganic covers like pozzolanic

construction materials clearly. So it became difficult to

materials brought about lime-pozzolanic (LP) cement and this

provide housing units for millions of people at the time of

made ready for the development of Portland cement in 1824.

rising prices, it was necessary to find an alternative to the

Portland cement also, steel acquired progressive changes the

construction materials to make this alternative is low cost and

development hones since early piece of twentieth century.

available. The procedure needs to choose based on nearby

Later on plastics furthermore, plastic items entered the

climatic condition and on the accessibility of neighborhood

development business. As we moved far from zero vitality

normal building materials/assets. There is a dire need to grow

materials to more present day materials for the development

new building materials and advancements for minimal effort

exercises, it wound up fast approaching to spend more vitality

lodging in provincial territories. This requires the utilization

and normal assets. These cutting edge materials are vitality

of fitting and savvy building materials and advances in the

escalated and are pulled over long separations previously

development of abiding units. The utilization of bamboo as a

being utilized for development. With regards to carbon

fortifying

material

with

discharge decrease and the issue of a dangerous atmospheric

economically accessible material like black-top is one of the

devation, there is a need to focus on utilization of present day

answer for minimal effort lodging. The fundamental issue

building materials with reference to (I) vitality power of

with utilizing bamboo as fortification instead of steel is that it

materials, (ii) characteristic assets what's more, crude
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after

reasonable

treatment

layers for substantial movement [5].
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materials devoured, (iii) reusing and safe transfer what's more,

5. CONCLUSION

(iv) effect on condition. Aimless utilization of common assets

Green buildings can be constructed in simple and cost-

and vitality concentrated process for the building materials

effective ways, in addition to the availability of the materials

won't prompt supportable choices [5].

needed for their construction. Green buildings and ecofriendly buildings are more economical than the traditional

4. ADVANTAGES AND
DISADVANTAGES OF GREEN
TECHNOLOGY

lines that arise from the use of traditional materials. The
conservation process is the result of recycling and use of
waste for construction purposes.

1. Does not discharge anything negative into climate
2. Convey monetary benefits to specific zones
3. Need less maintenance
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or decrease the contamination delivered by your home,
business and general living propensities. The principle reason
for this sort of procedures and innovation is to lessen the
potential

negative

effect

that

vitality utilization

and

contamination can have on nature. While ecologically
agreeable living is a positive perfect, there are a few
conceivable weaknesses of Green procedures and innovation,
for example, high executing costs, absence of data, no known
elective compound or crude material sources of info, no
known elective process innovation, vulnerability about
execution effects, and absence of HR and aptitudes [7][8].
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Abstract: Nowadays, Network Management System (NMS) is a vital role and some key components of NMS include network device
discovery, network device monitoring, network performance analysis and so many benefits. This paper aims to present a security
management system for a own LAN based Client Server Network to control the security of a network using Java Programming
Language. This system can provide the security feature for the user account setting and user management and proxy server feature.
And all of the history of the security such as user account and proxy server history are kept in the java standard serializable file. So the
user can view anytime the history of the security and proxy server.

Keywords: security management; TCP/IP based client server system; local area network

1. INTRODUCTION
A network management system is used to design, organize,
analyze and administer computer and telecommunication
networks, in order to maintain a desired level of service at all
times. Network management software is designed to provide
automated support for some or all of the network management
functions. Network management software systems are used to
perform some of the functions of monitors and analyzers,
identify errors, run diagnostic tests, monitor entire an
network, compile statistics, and prepare real-time
management reports. The ISO network management model’s
five functional areas: such as configuration management, fault
management,
performance
management,
security
management, accounting management and etc. Among them,
security management is more important than others. Because
it is very essential and useful in any fields[3,4].

2. METHODOLOGY
In general terms, LAN (Local Area Network) refers to a group
of computers interconnected into a network so that they are
able to communicate, exchange information and share
resources (e.g. printers, application programs, database etc). A
Local Area Network (LAN) is the result of connecting a
number of computers or other IP devices together in a
localized geographic area – for example in one room, building
or several buildings. LANs are typically connected to each
other via cable and more recently via radio waves. In an office
building for example, workstations and personal computers
(PCs) are commonly connected to each other with a Local
Area Network. This allows an employees’ equipment to
communicate - send and receive files, share access to the files
or data on another workstation even share applications [1].
TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) is
the basic communication language or protocol of the Internet.
It can also be used as a communications protocol in a private
network (either an intranet or an extranet). TCP/IP is a twolayer program. The higher layer, Transmission Control
Protocol, manages the assembling of a message or file into
smaller packets that are transmitted over the Internet and
received by a TCP layer that reassembles the packets into the
original message. The lower layer, Internet Protocol, handles
the address part of each packet so that it gets to the right
destination. Each gateway computer on the network checks
this address to see where to forward the message. TCP/IP uses
the client/server model of communication in which a
computer user (a client) request and is provided a service
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(such as sending a Web page) by another computer (a server)
in the network [2].
In this system, If a user logon to server, server checks client’s
username, password and decide which client should permit or
not. Server identifies the user which connects the server and
shows correspondence date in event viewer.

3. CLIENT SERVER SYSTEM
3.1 Client/Server Paradigm
The Client/Server paradigm has become a dominant one for
the Internet. In this model, the clients are programs running on
remote machines that communicate with a program called the
server that runs at a single site and responds to requests from
many clients. The server provides the clients with, say, Web
pages or database information. Much of the World Wide Web
is built on the client/server paradigm. The clients are Web
browsers run by many millions of individual users, and the
servers are the many Web hosting systems running at the
many host sites on the Web [6].
A single server at a single host can support many hundreds or
thousands or more of clients from around the world. Large
systems that serve hundreds of thousands of clients balance
the server load over multiple machines in an arrangement
called "server farms." With Java you can build client/server
systems with sockets or with RMI (Remote Method
Invocation). In a socket based client/server system, a server
listens to a particular port for client applications sending
requests for connections. A Server Socket class is provided in
Java that allows for a server to monitor and answer such
requests for connections. The client sends the request for a
connection by creating a socket with the host name and port
for that server as discussed in the previous section.
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Start Security
Management

Start Firewall
(Proxy)

Event Viewer

Show the list of all
Users

View Network
Security and
User

3.1.1 Class Server Socket (TCP Server Connections)
A ServerSocket is a mechanism by which a server can accept
connections from clients across a network. The server will
open the ServerSocket and wait or listen for connections from
clients. The ServerSocket class creates a Socket for each
client connection. The server then handles the connections in
the normal manner with Input and Output streams.

User Management

Accept the
CLIENT User and
Password

Figure 1 The basic aspects of a socket based client/server
system
The above figure shows a diagram illustrating the basics of a
socket-based client/server system. The Server Socket instance
listens for a client to connect to the particular port. When a
client request arrives, the Server Socket object sets up a
Socket instance for the connection and then spins off a new
thread to interact with the client via that socket. Many clients
can therefore be served since each client has an independent
thread dedicated to it [5].

Create new User

Check User and
Password of the
Client

No

Message to
CLIENT

Valid?

Yes

Identify the User
which connect the
SERVER

Save to Event
Viewer with the
correspondent
Date

Show Event
Viewer

Figure 2.User Account Entry

4. TEST AND RESULTS OF THE
SYSTEM

3.1.2 Class Client Socket (TCP Client Connections)
A Socket is a Java representation of a TCP network
connection. In order to communicate with a remote host the
Java client must first create a Socket, which will establish the
TCP connection. In doing so a host name and port number
must be specified. There must be a server actively listening on
the specified port or the connection will fail with
IOException. These constructors allow the Socket connection
to be established.

3.2 Security Management System Design
In this system, the system will check all of the user which will
connect from the clients and if this user is valid user of the
system, the server will allow to enter the server and if invalid
user will connect the system can not accept and resend to the
client that the user is invalid and all of these messages are
kept in the database file. Moreover in this system, there is the
user management function to disable or enable the user
account. If the disable user will connect from client to server,
this system will send the message to the client that the client is
connecting the server with the disable user. And this message
will save to the data file with the detail time. So the system
can view the message of the security that which client is
connected to the server with which user at when. And
moreover, this system can provide the proxy server feature.
So this system can save the track of the proxy server message
in the data file.
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Figure 3.Security Menu
There are three sub menu of the security feature such as user
Account Entry and user Management and proxy Server menu.
In this menu, new users are added by this program and for the
new user, user id and password and confirm password must be
provided. And Password and Confirm password also must be
the same in detail. And if the OK button is pressed, all of the
user information will save in the Java Serializable object file.
This file is to save all of the information of the user in the
form of Ascii character. If the cancel button is pressed the
user entry screen will clear and exit the program.
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Figure 4.User Account Entry
Figure 7. Log Event Viewer Menu
There are three type of the log event viewer such as Network,
Security and User. When the network node of the Event
Viewer program is clicked, all of the network history event
which are concerned of the client program and which user is
connected form which client at which time and which invalid
user is connected at which time to server will show at the right
side of the program. So the user can view the all of the
network history of the client and server connected history and
log in user history as shown in figure 7.

Figure 5. User Account Management Entry
User enable and disable feature can be updated by this
program. When the user name node is pressed the user state is
showed at the right side of the screen and the radio button will
show the user is enable or disable. And when the user want to
change the properties of the user id, click the radio button and
then pressed the apply button. Then the user properties will
save in the user profile file. This file is also java Serializable
file.

Figure 8. Network Event Viewer

Figure 6. Proxy Server Menu
When the proxy server is on from the security sub menu, the
proxy server will work. if the proxy server is actually work
the message will show and Proxy up and running message
will appear.
Figure 9. Network Security
When security node is pressed, the history of the network
security history will show. In this message history, there are
so many messages about the proxy server start up time and the
message of the port using the server program.
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Figure 10. Users Control Menu
When user node is pressed, list all of the user who are create
and accepted in the server program.
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6. Conclusion
In this client server based network security system, the server
can listen all of the requests of the clients and response to the
clients. This system can provide the security feature for the
user account setting and user management and proxy server
feature and all of the history of the security such as user
account and proxy server history are kept in the java standard
serializable file. This system is used java programming
language so all of the programs in the system are developed
by java language and native dll file. But in this system, It is
not implemented the function of which user has to invoke
which service of the server and user level. So in the future, the
user level function should include.
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ABSTRACT: Mining industry in Nigeria provides economic benefits of wealth creation and employment opportunities. However the
industry is associated a number of negative challenges among which is the health impact of miners and surrounding communities arising
from mining processes. In this study Xrf analytical techniques was used to determined the concentration of Pb, As and Zn in soil around
Ririwai Tin mine Kano state Nigeria. The results shows that the mean concentrations of Pb, As and Zn were 113.54±3.92, 6.76±0.34
and 216.89±5.74mg/kg respectively. Zn have the highest concentration across all location followed by Pb while As have the lowest
concentrations. The concentrations of Zn and As in the study area were within the worldwide range values in soil of 50-250mg/kg and
1-50mg/kg reported by USEPA for Zn and As respectively. Pb have very high concentration when compared with worldwide average
value of 10mg/kg reported by USEPA. Suggesting that there is high deposits of Pb in the area. Therefore all means of ingesting of soil
by human and animal around the area should be avoided because of the elevated concentration and the toxicity of Pb.
Keywords: Xrf, Concentration, Heavy Metals, Lead, Arsenic, Zinc, Tin Mine,

INTRODUCTION
Beside the socio-economic benefits of the mining industry in
the developing countries such as Nigeria, the industry may be
faced with three potential negative effects. The first one is the
socio-economic dislocation all ill-prepared mining
communities go through at mine closure, which arise from
exploitation of a non-regenerative resources [1]). The second
and third undesirable aspects arise when non-optimal
management of mining operations results in environmental
degradation and /or negative health impacts on miners and
mining communities. Principal health problems among miners
and mining communities from various countries that have been
cited by the literature include respiratory disease,
neoplasm/cancer, chronic hypertension, mental health and
genetic impact [2] . The major cause of these diseases can be
attributed to the heavy metal contamination and naturally
occurring radioactive materials NORMs [3].
Mining and industrial processing are among the main sources
of heavy metal contamination in the environment. Mining
activities, through milling operations coupled with grinding,
concentrating ores and disposal of tailings, along with mill
wastewater provide obvious sources of heavy metal
contamination of the environment. It is, therefore, not
surprising that the degree and extent of heavy-metal pollution
as a result of human activities has been one of the main topics
studied in environmental geochemistry. Heavy metals can
cause health problems at higher exposures and destroy aquatic
organisms when leached into water bodies. Metals
contamination in aquatic environmental has received huge
concern due to their toxicity, abundance and persistence in the
environment and subsequent accumulation in the aquatic
habitats.[4].
Heavy metal residues in contaminated habitats may accumulate
in microorganisms, aquatic flora and fauna, which in turn may
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enter the human food chain and result in health problems like
the lead poisoning problems that killed more than 400 children
in Zamfara State[5] .
Ions such as sodium, potassium, magnesium and calcium are
essential to sustain life. Additional metals such as manganese,
iron, cobalt, copper, Zinc, chromium, vanadium, selenium and
molybdenum are also essential for optimal growth,
development and reproduction. These metals function mostly
as catalysts for enzymes activity in human bodies but become
toxic when their concentration becomes excessive. In addition
to the mercury, lead, cadmium, silver aluminum, arsenic and
barium [6], Epidemiological studies in recent years have
indicated a strong association between the occurrence of
several diseases in humans, particularly cardiovascular disease,
kidney related disorders, neurocognitive effects and various
forms of cancer and the presence of toxic trace metals [7,8].
In this research, the concentrations of Pb, As and Zn in soil
samples obtained from ten locations around Ririwai Tin mine
in Kano state
Nigeria were determined using energy
Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence (EDXRF) Spectrometer model
FXL-83358 .

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Ten (10) soil samples were collected at ten different
locations around the study area, at 10cm depth using a
mechanical digger. The10cm depth was carefully chosen as
the appropriate depth to obtain the samples in line with the facts
established that these pollutants are highly absorbed to clayed
materials and organic matters in the study areas [9]. Fig; 1
shows the map of the study area while Table; 1 shows the
locations where samples were collected
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The soil samples collected were pretreated by oven drying
0
them at a regulated temperature of 55 c for 48 hours. After
drying, a series of mesh size 35µm was used to remove large
undesirable particle sizes The dry test samples were analyzed
using the energy dispersive X-ray florescence (EDXRF) FXL83358 model to determine the concentration of the metals in
the soil samples.

Figure 1STUDY AREA
Fig. 1: Map of Kano State Showing the study area
Table 1: Sampling locations

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

S/No

Pb

As

Zn

1

Rp1

189.40± 4.76

5.85 ± 0.35 420.55 ± 7.68

2

Rp2

100.24± 3.68

5.20± 0.28 161.78 ± 5.16

3

Rp3

47.75 ± 2.78

5.62± 0.40 57.58 ± 3.62

4

Rp4

65.22 ± 3.06

6.34 ± 0.24 75.04± 3.93

5

Rp5

62.64 ± 2.93

5.94±0.22 60.19± 3.56

6

Rp6

69.71 ± 3.31

7.22 ± 0.55 181.64 ± 5.39

7

Rp7

114.07±4.12

8.55 ± 0.31 188.18± 5.90

8

Rp8

118.10 ± 4.14 8.10 ± 0.31 178.29 ± 5.77

9

Rp9

218.00 ± 5.64 9.16± 0.42 581.34 ± 9.64

10

Rp10

150.30 ± 4.73 5.60 ± 0.35 264.31 ± 6.72

Mean

113.54 ± 3.39 6.76 ± 0.34 216.89 ± 5.74

The result from Table- 2 showed that the mean
concentration of Pb is 113.54 ± 3.92 mg/kg in range between
47.75 to 218.00 mg/kg with standard deviation of 54’21.The
concentration of Pb obtained in this study revealed very high
values when compared with the world wide average of
10mg/kg reported by USEPA[10] thus suggesting high
deposit of Pb in the area

Concentration of As
North
0
10 44′
0
10 44′
0
10 44′
0
10 44′
0
10 44′
0
10 43′
0
10 43′
0
10 43′
0
10 43′
0
10 43′

35.3″
36.7″
33.8″
32.3″
30.3″
48.2″
49.1″
48.5″
50.2″
49.5″

East
0
008
0
008
0
008
0
008
0
008
0
008
0
008
0
008
0
008
0
008

45′ 16.4″

Elevation
856m

The concentration of As ranged between 5.20 to 9.16 mg/kg
with a mean value of 5.20 ± 0.22 mg/kg with standard
deviation of 1.33.The mean value is within 5.00mg/kg world
average value and it fall within the world range of 1-50 mg/kg
as reported by [10,11].

45′ 15.8″

856m

45′ 17.8″

856m

45′ 21.0″

858m

Concentration of Zn

45′ 27.0″

862m

44′ 57.1″

896m

44′ 53.4″

894m

44′ 53.0″

895m

44′ 58.7″

892m

44′ 59.2″

894m

The mean concentration of Zn is 216.89 ± 5.74 mg/kg between
the range of 57.58 to 581.34 mg/kg with standard deviation of
159.12. The mean concentration of Zn in this study is higher
than the world wide average value in soil of 1oomk/kg,
however the concentration of Zn across all the locations fall
within the world wide range of 100 – 500mg/kg reported by
USEPA
In the sampling locations Zn was found out to have the highest
concentration followed by Pb while As has the lowest
concentration shown in Figure- 2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Pb
As
Zn

Rp1
Rp2
Rp3
Rp4
Rp5
Rp6
Rp7
Rp8
Rp9
Rp10

Soils collected from the sampling locations were analyzed
using Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence (EDXRF)
method. It was found out that the concentrations of the
elements varied from one sampling location to another.
Inferential statistics and one-way ANOVA were used to
compare the concentrations of Pb, As and Zn.

Concentrations inmg/kg

2

Concentration in mg/kg
Sample
I.D

Concentration of Pb

Study

S/No
1

Table 2: Concentration of Pb, As and Zn

Locations
Figure 2: Plot of Concentrations against Locations
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Similarly, the ANOVA (0.000> 0.05) showed that there is a
significant difference in the relative abundance of the various
metals. In other words some metals are more abundant than
other in all the locations.

CONCLUSION
Xrf analytical technique was used to determined the
concentrations of Pb, As and Zn in soil sample collected around
Ririwai. Tin mine in Kano state Nigeria. The results indicated
that Zn with mean concentration of 216.89±5.74mg/kg is the
highest in all locations followed by Pb with mean concentration
of 113.54±3.92mg/kg while As with mean concentration
5.20±0.22mg/kg has the lowest concentrations in all the
locations. The concentrations of Zn and As obtained in this
study falls within the values of the worldwide concentration
ranges of these metals in soil. However, the concentration of Pb
obtained in this study is very high when compared with the
worldwide average value and range this therefore suggested
that there is high deposits of Pb in the soil of the study area. All
means of ingesting soil around the area by people and animals
should be avoided because of the high toxicity of Pb.

Ground\ water issue. EPA/540/5 -92/018.
[11] Udom B.E., Mbagwu J.S.C. Adosodium J.K. and
Agbim N.N 2004., Distribution Zinc, copper cadmium and
lead in a tropical ultisols after long-term disposal of
sewage slude, Eniron.Internat, 30, 467–470
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Abstract: This paper is intended to implement the design and implementation of web-based diagnosis system. The major purposed is
to diagnose or protect the health before going the feel the disease. In this system, people can detect the diabetes types for kids. And
then people can detect which types of disease may cause when they are thirsty. This system is implemented by using HTML, CSS,
JavaScript, Bootstrap. XAMPP software package is applied to test the results.
Keywords: diabetes; thirsty; php; diagnoses; artificial intelligence

1. INTRODUCTION
Globally, health care sector is the pivot and integral part of
human lives. Thus, any error committed in the clinical
services might leads to defect or termination of life. Recently,
information and Communication has been used extensively to
improve the various operations and services in the field of the
health care service. Health care facility should be accessible
by all at all times. But some of the people that should access
these facilities are far removed from these facilities.
Computer-based methods are increasingly used to improve the
quality of medical services. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the
area of computer science focusing on creating expert
machines that can engage on behaviors that humans
consider intelligent [1]. An expert system is a system that
employs human knowledge captured in a computer to solve
problems that ordinarily require human expertise. Expert
system seeks and utilizes relevant information from their
human users and from available knowledge bases in order to
make recommendations [2], [3], [4].

2. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
2.1 Introduction to Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence (AI) is an area of computer science that
emphasizes the creation of intelligent machines that work and
react like humans. Some of the activities computers with
artificial intelligence are designed for include: Speech
recognition, Learning, Planning, Problem solving [5].

2.2 Types of AI
Artificial intelligence is a branch of computer science that
aims to create intelligent machines. It has become an essential
part of the technology industry.Research associated with
artificial intelligence is highly technical and specialized. The
core problems of artificial intelligence include programming
computers for certain traits such as: Knowledge, Reasoning,
humans only if they have abundant information relating to the
world. Artificial intelligence must have access to objects,
categories, properties and relations between all of them to
Classification determines the category an object belongs to
and regression deals with obtaining a set of numerical input or
output examples, thereby discovering functions enabling the
generation of suitable outputs from respective inputs.
Mathematical analysis of machine learning algorithms and
their performance is a well-defined branch of theoretical
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computer science often referred to as computational learning
theory. Machine perception deals with the capability to use
sensory inputs to deduce the different aspects of the world,
while computer vision is the power to analyze visual inputs
with a few sub-problems such as facial, object and gesture
recognition. Robotics is also a major field related to AI.
Robots require intelligence to handle tasks such as object
manipulation and navigation, along with sub-problems of
localization, motion planning and mapping. Robots require
intelligence to handle tasks such as object manipulation and
navigation, along with sub-problems of localization, motion
planning and mapping.

3. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 System Overview
Web-based Disease Diagnose System is implemented to
provide the customer for their good health by checking or
detecting the symptoms by clicking the checkbox. In this
system, users can detect the disease information, diabetes
symptoms, dehydration symptoms, dry mouth symptoms.
Symptoms are collected from the internet and write the code
or algorithms to check the results. User can view about and
can check the types of diabetes by choosing the symptoms. In
addition, user can view or diagnose the disease such as
dehydration or diabetes or dry mouth by choosing the
symptoms checkbox. implement knowledge engineering.
Initiating common sense, reasoning and problem-solving
power in machines is a difficult and tedious task. Machine
learning is also a core part of AI. Learning without any kind
of supervision requires an ability to identify patterns in
streams of inputs, whereas learning with adequate supervision
involves classification and numerical regressions. Problem
solving, Perception, Learning, Planning, Ability to manipulate
and move objects, Knowledge engineering is a core part of AI
research. Machines can often act and react like

3.2 Hardware and Software Requirements
This system is web-based disease diagnoses system and it can
be used any devices such as personal computers, laptop,
notebook, tablet, mobile which can access internet. Therefore,
it is very convenient for user and no need to install any
software. The following table is the description of hardware
and software requirements to develop the web application
program.
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Table 1. Hardware Requirement
Hardware

Specification

Computers

At least one PCs

Memory

2 GB or more

Hard disk space

500 GB or more

Table 2. Software Requirement
Server

Client

Others

Server

XAMPP

HTML

Sublime Text

XAMPP

Apache Web
Server
MySQL
(Database)
PHP

CSS

Photoshop

JavaScript
, AJAX
Bootstrap

Browsers

Apache
Server
MySQL
PHP

4. TEST AND RESULTS

Figure. 2 Check Diabetes types form System
Figure 2 shows diagnose diabetes typed form. There are two
types of diabetes: type 1 diabetes and type 2 diabetes. If the
user chooses some symptoms and then click check result, the
system will show the diabetes types results as shown in Figure
2, 3 and 4.

The web-based disease diagnose system starts from the home
page of the system. In home page screen, there are three main
menus. They are home, diabetes, thirsty, contact. Figure. 1
shows Home Page of the System.

Figure. 3 Results for Diabetes types 1

Figure. 4 Results for Diabetes types 2

Figure 1. Home Page of the System

Figure. 5 Check Thirsty types form System
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Figure 5 shows diagnose for thirsty form. There are three
types of thirsty: dehydration, or diabetes, or dry mouth. If the
user chooses some symptoms and then click check result, the
system will show the diabetes types results as shown in Figure
6,7 and 8.

Figure. 6 Check Thirsty Form System
Figure. 10 Information Page for Diabetes

Figure. 7 Results for Dehydration

Figure. 11 Information Page for Thirsty

5. CONCLUSION

Figure. 8 Results for Diabetes

This system is intended to provide the people’s health.
The symptoms and disease are not very much. So, the more
symptoms for headage or heart attack diagnoses function will
be added in the future by discussing with the expert or
doctors.
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Abstract: As the crankshaft is subjected to complex bending shear and twisting loads, it needs to be well designed and manufactured
in good quality material to withstand the stress. As these stresses may change in direction and magnitude as the crankshaft rotates. In
the balancing of the crankshaft, it needs to consider both the static balancing and dynamic balancing. In design calculation of
crankshaft kinematics of crank gear, indicator diagram, force acting on the crankshaft and torque acting to the major journal and crank
pin are important. The influence of the forces due to inertia both the reciprocating and rotating masses must be taken into account as
accurately as possible, especially for high speed. The engine is four cylinders, four-stroke engine, and compression ratio is 20. The
maximum power output of the shaft is 70.4 kW at 3200 rpm. The crankpin diameter and length are 56 mm and 31 mm, the main
journal diameter and length are 65 mm and 32 mm. The operating conditions of cranks gear elements characterized by the forces
which appear in them at various engine duties.
Keywords: velocity, gas pressure, inertia force and net force

1. INTRODUCTION
The crankshaft serves as the main rotating members, or shaft
of the engines. The main function of the crank shaft is
charging reciprocating motion to rotary motion. The
crankshaft has offset journals to which the connecting rods are
attached; it converts their up and down motion into rotary
motion. It withstands bending stresses and torsional stresses
during the whole time of operation. The connecting rod is
connected to the piston by piston pin and to the crankshaft by
the crankpin the output end of the crankshaft has flywheel.
The front end has the gear or sprocket that drives the
crankshaft, the vibration damper and the drives-belt pulley.
Central crank gear is as shown Figure 1.

a = displacement of the plane of travel of the piston pin axis
from crankshaft axis

2. KINEMATIC of CRANK GEAR
The operation condition of the crank gear element are
characterized by the forces which appear in them at various
engine duties. The magnitude and the nature of the change of
the mechanical loads taken by these elements are determined
from kinematic and dynamic investigations of the crank gear.
In many modern engine are piston pin axis is offset by 0.01 to
0.03 of its diameter from the cylinder axis in order to achieve
continuous elimination of the clearance between the piston
and the cylinder wall and the more favorable distribution of
load on the piston wall. The ratio between the crank radius
and the connecting rod length is assigned.
(1)
(2)
The piston travel can be calculated
The piston velocity can be calculated
The acceleration of the piston is
A = R ( cos Φ + λcos2Φ + kλsin Φ )

(3)
(4)
(5)

Figure 1.The offset engine crank gear
Φ = angle of crank travel counted from the cylinder axis in the
direction of clockwise crankshaft rotation
β = angle between the connecting rod and cylinder axis
ω = angular velocity of crankshaft rotation
S = 2R = piston stroke
LRod = connecting rod length
V p = piston velocity
A = acceleration of the piston
Take the rotational speed of engine N = 3200 rpm and the
offset is 0.015D [2]. Piston-travel, velocity and acceleration
with corresponding crank angle are shown in Table 1.

where,
R = crank radius
λ = dimensionless parameters
k = the relative displacement
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Table 1. Piston travel, velocity, acceleration with
corresponding crank angle
Degree

Velocity

Acceleration

0

Piston
travel
0

-0.130

6715.190

30

7.69

9.9597

5270.161

60

27.8379

15.287

1845.7815

90

52.511

15.415

-1505.959

120

73.837

11.413

-3319.750

150

87.367

5.818

-3676.801

180

92

0.130

-3615.872

210

87.756

-5.592

-3720.440

240

74.369

-11.2821

-3395.44

270

53.289

-15.415

-1593.359

300

28.512

-15.417

1770.090

330

8.082

-9.822

5226.460

360

0

-0.130

6715.190

Ap = area of the piston

2.1 Indicator Diagram
On the volume line, A piece of line AB corresponding to
swept volume of cylinder. Then the volume which
corresponding to the volume of combustion chamber is
determine
-

tan β1 =(1 + tanα)n1 - 1
tan β1 =(1 + tanα)n2- 1

(6)
(7)
(8)

where,
n1 and n2 are polytropic exponents of compression and
expansion respectively
where,
Vc = clearance volume
From Figure 2 ,construct a table ,which express the
relationship of the crank angle and the gas pressure in the step
up of 30 can be calculated.The developed indicated diagram
is shown in followed.

Figure 2. Indicator Diagram for vertical axis is pressure and
horizontal axis is piston stroke.
Table 2. Gas pressure of various crank angles
Degree
0
30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240
270
300
330
360

Gas Pressure(kg/cm2)
1.133
0.97275
0.86055
0.6908
0.7055
0.8819
0.9001
0.9259
1.204425
1.87517
3.35702
12.38406
65.7187

2.3 Inertia force
2.2 Force acting on a crankshaft
The forces on the crank gear are divided into the force of gas
pressure in the cylinder, the forces of inertia of the moving
parts in the mechanism, and the inertia and centrifugal forces
of the rotating parts. The gas pressure forces are the principal
forces at low engine speeds, but the inertia force may be
considerably larger at high speeds. The centrifugal force also
increases rapidly with an increase in speed. The pressure of
gas in the engine cylinder creates the force applied to the
cylinder head. This force is directed along the cylinder axis
and it is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the
force acting on the piston.The force of gas pressure in the
cylinder is determine by
PG = (Pg- Po). Ap
(9)
where ,
PG = force of the gas pressure
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To determine the force of inertia, it is necessary to
know the masses of crank gear elements. To simplify the
calculations, the actual crank gear is replaced by a
dynamically equivalent system of lumped masses. All the
moving parts are divided into the groups with respect to the
nature of their motion. They are,
(i)
Parts reciprocating along the cylinder axis
(piston group)
The mass of piston with piston rings assumed to be
assumed to be lumped on the piston pin axis and is designated
by, mp.
(ii)
Rotating parts of the crankshaft
Their mass are replaced by a mass reduced to the
crank radius R and are designated by mR. This reduction is so
performed as to ensure quality between the centrifugal force
of inertia of the actual masses and that of reduced mass.
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The mass of the crank pin mcp with adjacent parts of
the webs(a is assumed to be lumped along the center of the
crank pin axis and, since its center of the gravity is at a
distance R from the shaft axis, this must need not be reduced.

Table 3.Design Masses of Crank Gear Elements(g/cm2)
Type of Engine
Mass of Piston
Mass of
from aluminum
connecting rod
alloy mp˶
mrod˶
Carburetor
10-15
12-20
engines(D= 60 to
100mm)
Diesel engines
20-30
25-35
(D= 80 to 120mm)
The mass of piston group,
(17)
The mass of connecting rod

Figure 3. Reduction of the crank gear system to a two-mass
one.[1]
The mass mcw of the middle portion of the crank web
over the countour “abcd” with its center of gravity on the
radius is reduced to the radius R.
mcwR1ω2=(mcw)RR ω2

(10)

(mcw)R= mcwR1/R

(11)

Therefore the reduced mass of the crank is,
mcr=mcp+2(mcw)R=mcp+2 mcwR1/R
(12)
(iii)
Parts
performing
complex
plane-parallel motion space (connecting rod group).The
connecting rod is replaced with a certain approximation by a
system of two masses statically equivalent to its mass-the
mass mrod.pp lumped on the piston pin axis, and the mass mrod.cr
the axis of the crankpin.For this purpose, the mass of the
connecting rod mrod is divided into two masses that referred to
the piston pin axis.
mrod.pp = mrod Lrodcr/Lrod
(13)
and, that referred to the crank axis,
mrod.cr = mrod Lrodpp/Lrod
(14)
According to the statistical data, for most design of engine,
mrod.pp = (0.2 to 0.3) mrod
mrod.cr = (0.7 to 0.8) mrod
Thus, the entire crank gear is replaced by a system
of two lumped masses connected by rigid weight less linksthe reciprocating mass at point A,
m1 = mp + mrod.pp
(15)
where, mrod.pp = mass of connecting rod referred to
piston pin and the rotating mass at point B,
mR = mcr + mrod.cr
(16)
where, mrod.cr = mass of connecting rod referred to
crank pin.
The value of mpp and mrod are selected according to
data of available designs. The design masses of crank gear
elements referred to one unit area of piston Ap are given in
Table.
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(18)
where , mp = mass of piston
m rod = mass of connecting rod
According to the statistical data, for most design of engine
mrod pp = ( 2 .3) mrod
(19)
mrod cr = (
.8) mrod
(20)
The entire crank gear is replaced by a system of two lumped
masses connected by rigid weightless links the reciprocating
mass at point A,
m1 = mp + mrod pp
(21)
Force of inertia (Fi) included by reciprocating mass is
determined.
Fi = -mi R ω2 (cosΦ + λ cos 2Φ + k λ sin Φ)
(22)
The rotating mass at pt B
mR= mcr+ mrod cr
(23)
The gas pressure force and the inertia force may be combined
algebraically to determine the net force acting along the
cylinder axis.Force acting toward the crank shaft are plotted
as positive values.Thus ,only the induction and the first part of
the compression stroke will have negative value.The inertia
forces are always negative at the top and positive at the
bottom of the stroke.The net force acting along the cylinder
axis can be determined by
F = P G ± Fi
(24)
At various crank angle Φ, the gas pressure force P G, the inertia
force Fi and the net force F are change or various with their
corresponding crank angle and presented in Table 3.
Table 4.Gas pressure force of various crank angle
Degree,ɸ
0
30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240
270
300
330
360

Gas Pressure
Force, PG, kg
7.591
-1.1829
-7.959
-17.648
-16.809
-6.741
-5.702
-4.229
11.668
49.953
134.536
649.790
3694.078

Inertia
Force,FI, kg
-1056.098
-828.833
-290.643
236.842
522.097
578.251
568.668
585.159
533.736
250.539
-278.404
-821.887
-1356.098

Net Force,F
kg
-1048.506
-830.017
-298.602
219.194
505.288
571.51
562.966
580.93
545.404
300.492
-143.868
172.097
2637.98
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2.4 Piston side thrust and connecting rod
force
The net force is exerted in the direction along the cylinder
axis. The angularity of the connecting rod causes the net force
to be divided into two components; one producing piston
thrust against the cylinder wall, and the other acting along the
axis of the connecting rod.
The piston side thrust against the cylinder wall determined by
Q = F tan β = F λ (sin Φ – k)
(25)
The force along the connecting rod is determined by
-

Using the data of table 5,plotted the torque on the main
journals and the torque on the crank pin for a four cylinder
four stroke engine is plotted. Shown in followed.

(26)

The tangential force at the crank pin is determined by the
resolving the force along the connecting rod into two
components, one acting tangentially to the crank circle at the
crank pin and the other acting radially at the crank pin. The
tangential force to the crank radius circle and normal force
directed along the crank radius are
(27)
(28)
A couple of force appears with a moment, T called the torque
and is determined
(29)
Table 5. The relation of the force Q, k, Ft and N

Degree
0
30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240
270
300
330
360

Side
Thrust
Force
8.870
-117.48
-75.05
63.90
127.00
80.89
-4.76
-92.05
-146.31
-92.69
38.59
27.27
-22.32

Force

Tangential
Force

Normal
Force

-1048.5
-839.35
-308.68
229.06
522.34
577.94
562.06
587.46
563.81
314.01
-148.72
-174.03
2637.98

8.87
-516.75
-296.12
219.19
373.91
215.69
4.76
-210.70
-399.18
-300.49
143.89
109.66
-22.32

-1048.50
-660.07
-84.29
-63.9
-362.59
-535.39
-562.96
-549.15
-399.40
-92.69
-38.50
-135.40
2637.98

Figure 4. Accumulating torque diagram of main journal for
diesel engine

The relation of the force Q, k, Ft and N are shown in Table 3.
The torque on the main journals Vs the torque of the crank pin
for four cylinders four-stroke engine are shown following.
Table 6. Within the crank angle of Torque
Degree
Torque
Degree
0
0.40802
390
30
-23.770
420
60
-13.622
450
90
10.084
480
120
17.199
510
150
9.922
540
180
0.219
570
210
-9.692
600
240
-18.362
630
270
-13.822
660
300
6.618
690
330
5.044
720
360
-1.026
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Torque
24.532
2.699
19.091
23.459
12.935
0.278
-10.105
-18.164
-11.589
13.042
24.195
0.40802

Figure 5. Accumulating torque diagram of crank pin for
diesel engine.
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3. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the author used the double span crankshaft. In
the indicated diagram calculation taken the assumed valued i.e
the polytropic exponent of compression n1 is between the
range of 1.32 to 1.4 and taken as 1.32 and polytropic exponent
of expansion n2 is 1.18 to 1.28 and taken as 1.18. The mean
piston speed is within the range of 5 to 9 and taken as 7 m/s.
This crankshaft design is specially design for high speed light
vehicles. Not only this design is economy from commercial
point of view but also it can be used for prolonged time.
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Abstract: The Bokoharam insurgency against the Nigerian State and the Nigerian Military effort at Counter insurgency operation, is a
catalyst for this research, in to the apogee flight measurement of a locally constructed polyvinyl rocket with a sugar composite
propellant, using an open source computer simulation software. The weight and dimensions of the locally constructed rocket with the
dimensions and weights of 3 BATES propellant grains was imputed in to the open rocket computer software, creating a 3 Dimension
model of the rocket. A simulation for peak altitude was initiated and an apogee of 729 meters was obtained. The result shows a
potential application in infantry rocketry for close quarter battles.

Keywords: Bokoharam, Military, Apogee, Open source, Sugar, Propellant, Rocket and Simulation

1. INTRODUCTION
Chemists have always played the very fundamental role in the
synthesis of propellants, be it for propelling a cannon ball,
7.62 by 59 ammunition, an artillery round, a free flight
infantry rocket or a research rocket. The Bokoharam
Insurgency against the Nigerian state and their unconventional
asymmetric battle methodology [1] has led to this research of
the local construction of a pvc rocket and simulate its apogee
in a computer environment using a sucrose composite
propellant.
The dearth of specific response to the speed with which the
insurgents produce their explosives, IEDs etc as compared to
the Nigerian military conventional logistic chain of supply is
also an indicator for a change of approach. One of which is to
produce quickly and easily certain weapons like the short
range infantry rockets which would impact a close quarter
battle often engaged in my the insurgents. This research
attempts to show that cheap materials like polyvinyl chloride
(pvc) sucrose and potassium nitrate can be used to propel a
rocket, which when equipped with a destructive warhead can,
be deployed against the insurgent enemy.
According to [2] Infantry Rocket Systems are man-portable
direct
fire weapons usually smaller than field artillery
rockets. Anti-tank rockets are the most common infantry
rocket system. They are designed to be carried by the
individual soldier and fired from the shoulder. Examples of
Free Flight Infantry rockets are the Light Anti-Armour
Weapon (LAW) and an improved version of the LAW code
named FGR-17 VIPER.
Sugar propellants like the KNSU are moderate performance
propellants in which the binder fuel is one of the common
sugars (sucrose, dextrose & maltose etc). Technically KNSU
is a composite propellant since it has a separate fuel and
oxidizer component.
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Potassium nitrate will not burn at all on its own, unless it is
presented with a fuel source like sugar. When these two
components are mixed together in a fuel-oxidizer matrix, the
combustion is violent because of the rich source of oxygen
from the KNO3. This kind of combustion reaction according to
[3] is represented stoichiometrically as:
C12H22O11(s) + 6.3KNO3(s)
4CO2(g) + 5CO(g) + 8H2O(g) +
3H2(g) + 3N2(g) + 3K2CO3(l) + 0.3KOH(l)
However the binder-fuel is not a polymer and is already
partially oxidized. These two properties provide two useful
characteristic of the propellant, first the binder decomposes
more rapidly, than does the polymer, and so a lower-energy
oxidizer such as KNO3 will be employed with excellent
results. Secondly, a lower proportion of oxidizer can be used
with good results. Sugar propellants have been found to be
intermediate in performance [4]. Typical delivered specific
impulse is between 115 - 130 seconds, which is not dependent
on the fuel.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The firepower of Rockets and Missiles, combined with
sustaining the bombing Tempo significantly led to the
weakness at home (in Germany) of the German war-fighting
capabilities hence the ultimate defeat by the Allied combined
Bombing offensive against Nazi Germany during the period
of 1943-1945 [5].Few declassified literature on Military
Rockets exists, not because of lack of research, but because of
the classified nature of military research [6] Some of the most
common rockets powered by solid propellant motors are (i)
the Milan Infantry anti-Tank Missile (Ballistite) (ii) the soviet
Anti Tank AT-4 Missile (cordite). However a recent
contemporary effective deployment of rockets in warfare was
found in the Hezbollah Israel war of 2006 [7]
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Some Common Propllants
Potassium

Nitrate

/Sugar

Isp
115-130

(KNSU)
Gunpowder
APCP–Ammonium
perchlorate
composite
propellant

80-90
190-210

Table 1: Specific Impulse (Isp) of Some Common Propellants

Figure 1 Melting of the Sucrose and Potassium Nitrate
mixture

[8] Reported the re-crystallization process of KN/Sucrose
which resolves some limitations of the use KN/sucrose. He
also reported the melting of KN/sorbitol in a boiling-water
bath. The propellant mix was enclosed in a plastic bag and
immersed in hot water. This is the safest method yet of
melting sugar propellants. Further literature has shown that
there are different types of sugar used for rocket propellant
Apart from sucrose, dextrose and sorbitol-a sugar alcohol are
commonly use too.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1Materials
(i) Sucrose (ii) Potassium Nitrate (iii) cone (iv) Ziploc anti
moisture bag (v) PVC tubes (vi) PVC sheet (vii) Acrylic
Adhesive (viii) Heating Pan (ix) Heat resistant Thermometer
(x) Hacksaw and cutting tool (xi) Measuring tape and Ruler
(xii) Heat Resistant Hand gloves (xiii) Goggles (xiv) Digital
Weighing Balance, Model Wuwangni 5kg+_ 1gm (xv )
Thermostat controlled heat Source.

3.2 Sample Collection
Five hundred grams (500) of sugar (sucrose) manufactured
by Dangote Company was obtained from the market, and was
used without further purification. Industrial grade potassium
nitrate was obtained from a chemical store. The sugar was
kept in a polythene bags while the potassium nitrate was kept
in its container as it was bought. PVC pipe was bought from
the open market Method of Synthesis

Figure 2 Cast BATES grains

3.4 Rocket Sketch and Construction
A workable design was sketched and constructed using
Polyvinylchloride (PVC) tubing. All dimensions are in
millimeters

3.3 Method of Synthesis
A modified Melt and Cast method of Richard Nakka [9] was
used in the production of the varying composites of the
propellants for this research work. This method involves
grinding the sugar and potassium nitrate separately in to
powdery form (to increase their surface area) and melting the
sugar and mixed with potassium nitrate, making a batch of
200grams of the KNSU mix. This mixture was done slowly!
(To avoid a deflagration). The mixture was further heated
using a hot plate to a melting temperature of 180 0C forming a
viscous paste, (figure 1) which was quickly poured into pvc
BATES moulds (figure 2). It was allowed to cool, weighed
and dimensions measured. It was stored in a desiccator to
prevent contact with moisture. The composition ratio used
was 65% Potassium Nitrate and 35% Sugar)
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Figure 3 Design sketch with Dimensions of the PVC rocket
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4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Results
The Ballistic Tests and Evaluation System (BATES) grain for
composition A (Potassium nitrate 65% and Sucrose 35%)
measured dimensions.
Table 1 Composition A weight and dimensions of the
synthesized BATES Propellant
S
/No

Weig
ht(g)

L
ength
(mm)

Dia
meter
(mm)

Inner
Diameter
(mm)

Table 2: Computer rocket flight performance analysis
Specific Impulse

116

BurnOut Altitude(z1) m

-

BurnOut Velocity(v1) ms-1

104

Apogee(z2) Peak Altitude m

729

Peak Altitude Time(t2) secs

10.1

4.2 Discussion

1
78

51

33

5

2 77.9

51

33

5

51

33

5

3

78

Table 1 shows the dimensions and the weight of the BATES
grains. Apart from the small variations in weights of the
grains, other parameters like the internal diameter and the
length of the BATES grains are the same. This is because
these parameters are intrinsic for the grains to be qualified as
a BATE grain. The small deviation in the weights of KNSU
grains may be due to rapid cooling of the molten propellant
becoming more viscous during pouring in to the pvc moulds
creating pockets of tiny air bubbles [10].

The BATES moulds for producing the BATES grains are
uniform in dimensions, hence the
uniform dimensions
obtain from the grains measurement, except for the weight of
the propellants.
Below is the life size of the constructed rocket, a product of
the sketched rocket, of figure 3

Figure 4 is the completed life size of the test rocket. Which
was built on the design parameters from figure 3. It was
ensured that the rocket is stable by locating the Centre of
gravity (CG) and the Centre of Pressure (CP) according to
[11]. Figure 5 shows the 3 dimension screen shot of the
designed rocket, using the open rocket software [12]. The
design was based on the sketched dimensions of figure 3. It
enabled the KNSU composite propellant and the rocket to be
simulated for some of the performance parameters as listed in
Table 2.
From the design of the rocket and the synthesis of the
propellant, it can be deduced that the propellant and the PVC
material has a production advantage because of its simplistic
production process, eliminating error through the use of the
computer simulation software. The apogee distance of 729m
indicates a viable military application in short range infantry
operations against the Bokoharam insurgents in the
Northeastern region of Nigeria. The choice of selection of the
materials: pvc, sucrose and potassium nitrate ensures a readily
supply if and when the rocket is weaponised for military
operations and confers huge economic advantage in terms of
cost of procurement and the speed of field deployment.

Figure 4: Constructed Rocket

5.0 CONCLUSION
A KNSU propellant was synthesized successfully using the
Melt and Cast method. The BATES grain type of the KNSU
propellant was used to propel a rocket in a computer
simulated environment successfully to an apogee of 729m, a
distance well over half a kilometer. This shows an important
potential for military use of this propellant in infantry rocketry
and close quarter battles (once the rocket is fitted with an
explosive charge) as we are experiencing in Nigeria’s
Northeastern counter insurgency operations against the
Bokoharam Insurgents.

Figure 5: Screen shot of 3 Dimension designed rocket model
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Abstract: Design of a rotor of a windmill is very important to extract the energy from the wind. The design of rotor involves the
calculation the rotor parameters and its components to produce maximum power. Although the design of a wind mill looks simple, it
involves complex and detailed design of its components like rotor, transmission, load matching, yawing mechanism etc. In this paper,
aerodynamic analysis of a curved blade for windmill is simulated by comparing NACA standard airfoils. Two-dimensional numerical
modelling of the airfoil of the windmill is performed with COMSOL Multiphysics software. The velocity and pressure distribution
around airfoil can be checked from the simulation results. The 2D airfoil geometry is realized in COMSOL’s geometry tools. Two
dimension and steady state model has been used and boundary conditions are considered within computations as the flow in wind
tunnel.
Keywords: windmill, curved blade, CFD, velocity field, pressure distribution

1. INTRODUCTION
Today, wind pumps are used in many places all over the
world because wind energy is a good alternative power source
for water pumping. In this system horizontal axis multi-blade
windmill is considered and pinions and gears will be used for
power transmission. A reciprocating pump will be used to
operate at low speed. This system consists of three main parts,
which are a wind mill, a transmission system and a single
acting reciprocating pump. Available wind energy can be
received by wind blades from a windmill and then takes out
the mechanical energy via the crank arm to the reciprocating
pump.

2. WINDMILL
The use of mechanical equipment to convert wind energy to
pump water goes back many years. Windmills are classified
as vertical or horizontal axis machines depending on the axis
of rotation of the rotor. Vertical axis windmills can obtain
power from all wind directions whereas horizontal axis
windmills must be able to rotate into the wind to extract
power. Windmills are also classified as either electrical power
generators or water pumpers. Power generators typically
operate at high rotational speeds with low starting torques.
Direct water pumping windmills are characterized by a multiblade, horizontal axis design set over top of the well as shown
in Fig.1. Water pumping requires a high torque to start the
pump and it can get by using the multi-blade design. [1]

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The rapid evolution of computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
has been driven by the need for faster and more accurate
methods for the calculations of flow fields around
configurations of technical interest. In the past decade, CFD
was the method of choice in the design of many aerospace,
automotive and industrial components and processes in which
fluid or gas flows play a major role. In the fluid dynamics,
there are many commercial CFD packages available for
modeling flow in or around objects. The computer simulations
show features and details that are difficult, expensive or
impossible to measure or visualize experimentally. For this
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reasons, the researchers and students are more concerned with
the computer simulations. [2]
Gear box
Tail
Multi-blade rotor
Tower

Pump rod

Tower footing

Water level
Figure. 1 Components of windmill for water pumping
system [2]
Traditionally, drag and lift coefficients of an object can be
measured with tests in a wind tunnel. Due to the decrease in
the cost of computations compared to the increase in the cost
of experiment, computational fluid dynamics is replacing the
wind tunnel tests. With development of efficient and cost
effective CFD software, CFD plays a pivotal role in academic
and industrial research for preliminary result in design of new
products. The numerical simulations are performed with
COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3b, a finite element method based
software. The COMSOL Multiphysics is a commercial partial
differential equation solver that enables simultaneous
computation of multiple physics. The advantage of COMSOL
Multiphysics includes its user friendly modeling interface,
versatility of physical models, and its accuracy.
The simulation process includes modeling of the geometry of
the model, meshing the geometry created into elements to
approximate the solution easily using simple functions,
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defining material properties. Boundary, initial and loading
conditions must also be specified which require experience,
knowledge and engineering judgment. Finally, the solution is
obtained by solving the simultaneous equations for the field
variables at the nodes of the mesh. [3]

4. CFD MODULE
The CFD Module is an optional package that extends the
COMSOL Multiphysics modeling environment with
customized user interfaces and functionality optimized for the
analysis of all types of fluid flow. The CFD Module is used
by engineers and scientists to understand, predict, and design
the flow in closed and open systems. At a given cost, these
CFD simulations typically yield new and better products and
operation of devices and processes compared to purely
empirical studies involving fluid flow. As a part of an
investigation, simulations give accurate estimates of flow
patterns, pressure losses, forces on surfaces subjected to a
flow, temperature distribution, and variations in fluid
composition in a system.
The CFD Module’s general capabilities include stationary and
time-dependent flows in two-dimensional and threedimensional spaces. Formulations of different types of flow
are predefined in a number of fluid flow user interfaces to set
up and solve fluid flow problems. The fluid flow user
interfaces define a fluid flow problem using physical
quantities, such as pressure and flow rate, and physical
properties, such as viscosity. There are different fluid flow
user interfaces that cover a wide range of flows such as
laminar flow, turbulent flow, single-phase flow, and
multiphase flow. In this thesis, single-phase flow at stationary
in two-dimensional space is considered. [3]
The fluid flow user interfaces formulate conservation laws for
the momentum, mass, and energy. These laws are expressed
in partial differential equations, which are solved by the
module together with the corresponding initial conditions and
boundary conditions. The equations are solved using
stabilized finite element formulations for fluid flow, in
combination with damped Newton methods and, for timedependent problems, different time-dependent solver
algorithms. The results are presented in the graphic window
and derived tabulated quantities obtained from a simulation.
The work flow can be described by the following steps: define
the geometry, select the fluid, select the type of flow, define
boundary and initial conditions, define the finite element
mesh, select a solver, and visualize the results. [4]

4.1. Single Phase Flow
The single-phase flow branch included with the CFD Module
has a number of subbranches with physics interfaces that
describe different types of single-phase fluid flow. They are
laminar flow, turbulent flow, creeping flow and rotating
machinery fluid flow. The Laminar Flow user interface is
primarily applied flows of low to intermediate Reynolds
numbers. The user interface solves the Navier-Stokes
equations, for incompressible and weakly compressible flows
(up to Mach 0.3). This fluid flow user interface also allows for
simulation of non-Newtonian fluid flow.
The user interfaces under the turbulent flow branch model
flow of high Reynolds numbers. These user interfaces solve
the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations for
the averaged velocity field and averaged pressure. The
turbulent flow user interfaces have different models for the
turbulent viscosity. There are several turbulence models such
as a standard k- model, a k- model, an SST (Shear Stress
Transport) model, a Low Reynolds number k- model and the
Spalart-Allmaras model. The SST model combines the
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robustness of the k- model with the accuracy of the k-
model, making it applicable to a wide variety of turbulent
flows.
The creeping flow user interface approximates the NavierStokes equations for very low Reynolds numbers. This is
often referred to as Stokes flow and is appropriate for use
when viscous flow is dominant, such as in very small
channels or micro fluidics applications. The physics user
interfaces support compressibility (Mach < 0.3), laminar nonNewtonian flow, and turbulent flow using the standard k-
model.
In this case, turbulent flow SST model is considered for the
simulation of curved blade airfoil. The turbulent flow SST
user interface has the equations, boundary conditions, and
volume forces for modeling turbulent flow using the SST
turbulence model. The main feature is fluid properties, which
adds the Navier-Stokes equations and the transport equations
for the turbulent kinetic energy (k) and the specific dissipation
(), and provides an interface for defining the fluid material
and its properties. Turbulence model parameters are optimized
to fit as many flow types as possible, but better performance
can be obtained by tuning the model parameters. The
dependent variables such as velocity field, pressure, turbulent
kinetic energy, specific dissipation rate and reciprocal wall
distance must be defined for the simulation model. [5]

4.2. Theory of Lift and Drag in Turbulence
Modeling
Turbulence is a property of the flow field and it is
mainly characterized by a wide range of flow scales. The
tendency for an isothermal flow to become turbulent is
measured by the Reynolds number,

ρUL
R 
e
μ

(1)

where  is the dynamic viscosity,  is the density, and U and
L are velocity and length scales of the flow, respectively.
Flows with high Reynolds numbers tend to become turbulent
and this is the case for most engineering applications. The
Navier-Stokes equation can be used as a governing equation
for turbulent flow simulations, although this would require a
large number of elements to capture the wide range of scales
in the flow. These equations are applicable for incompressible
as well as compressible flows where the density varies.



ρ u  ρ u. u     pI  μ u  u T   F (2)
t








 

ρ  u  0

(3)
ρ - the density, kg/m3
u - the velocity vector, m/s
p - pressure, Pa
 - dynamic viscosity, Pa.s
T - the absolute temperature, K
F - the volume force vector, N/m3
Any solid object of any shape, when subjected to a fluid
stream, will experience a force Ftot from the flow. The
sources of this force are shear stresses (viscous effects) and
normal stresses (pressure effects) on the surface of the object.
For an airfoil, distribution of pressure and shear stress on its
surface area, A is schematically shown in Figure 2. The
negative pressures in the pressure distribution sketch means
negative with respect to atmospheric pressure (negative gage
pressure). The total force on the airfoil is the summation of
pressure and viscous forces.
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Ftot   p dA   τ w dA
A
A

(4)

This total force can be divided into two components: lift force
which is normal to the free stream velocity, and drag force
which is parallel to the free stream.

combines the near-wall capabilities of the k- model with the
superior free-stream behavior of the k- model to enable
accurate simulations of a wide variety of internal and external
flow problems. The model is considered with the flow relative
to a reference frame fixed on a curved airfoil. The chord
length of the blade is 0.32 m. The temperature of the ambient
air is 20°C and the relative free stream velocity is 5 m/s
resulting in a Mach number of 0.15. The Reynolds number
based on the chord length is roughly 1.3106, so the airfoil
can be assumed that the boundary layers are turbulent over
practically the entire airfoil. The airfoil is inclined at an angle
 to the oncoming stream. The geometry is created by using
COMSOL’s geometry tools.

Figure 2. Pressure Distribution around an Airfoil [3]
Let’s consider a small elemental area on an airfoil as shown in
Figure 3. Components of the fluid forces in x and y directions
can be determined.

Figure 4. The Computational Mesh of the Circular Arc
Airfoil [Simulation]
Meshing was performed in COMSOL Meshing by using free
triangular mesh. The elements near the surfaces of airfoil were
finer than that of the inlet and outlet boundaries. The
computational mesh of the circular arc airfoil model is shown
in Figure 4.Meshes were kept to maximum element size of
0.366 m and minimum element size of 0.0162 m. Inflation
layers were implemented on all solid surfaces with a
maximum growth rate of 1.15.

5. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
RESULTS
Figure 3. Normal Stress and Shear Stress on Elemental
Surface Area [4]
Lift and drag coefficients are dimensionless quantities defined
as,
FD
drag force
CD 

(5)
1
dynamicpressure area
U 2 A
2
lift force
FL
CL 

(6)
1
dynamicpressure area
U 2 A
2
where U2 /2 is the dynamic pressure. The coefficients CD and
CL strongly depend on the geometry of the object, and hence
are usually determined by experiment or numerical
simulation. The coefficient of pressure can be examined from
the pressure distribution on upper and lower surface.
P - P
CP 
(7)
1
U  2
2
When the distribution of pressure is known, the net forces
perpendicular and parallel to the air flow such as lift and drag
forces. [6]

Simulations for various angles of attack were done in order to
compare the results of different airfoils and then the optimum
airfoil was chosen. For these reasons, the models were solved
with a range of different angles of attack from 0 to 8°. The
pressure and velocity contours with the plots are shown for
various angles of attack. The pressure coefficients of different
airfoils are also shown as the curves. The lift and the drag
coefficients of different airfoils and their ratios are plotted for
various angles of attack. The simulation outcomes of pressure
distribution of different airfoils at 4° angle of attack are shown
in Figure 6. The pressure on the lower surface of the airfoil
was greater than that of the incoming flow stream and as a
result it effectively pushed the airfoil upward, normal to the
incoming flow stream. At higher angle of attack, the pressure
distribution is more obvious and the pressure difference is
higher between the surfaces of the airfoils.
Velocity fields at angles of attack 4° are also shown in Figure
5. The trailing edge stagnation point moved slightly forward
on the airfoil at low angles of attack. A stagnation point is a
point in a flow field where the local velocity of the fluid is
zero. The upper surface of the airfoil experienced a higher
velocity compared to the lower surface. That was expected
from the pressure distribution. As the angle of attack
increased the upper surface velocity was much higher than the
velocity of the lower surface.

4.3. Curved Blade Airfoil Model
This model simulates the flow around an inclined curved
airfoil using the SST turbulence model. The SST model
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Figure 5. Velocity Magnitude of NACA 63-215, 64-215 and
Curved blade at Angles of Attack 4°
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Figure 6. Pressure Distribution of NACA 63-215, 64-215
and curved blade at Angles of Attack 4°
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The coefficient of pressure, CP curves shows that the pressure
on the lower surface was greater than that on the upper
surface. The aerodynamics of circular arc airfoil is different
from conventional profiles, where the pressure is positive on
the lower surface except the trailing edge. Figure 7 shows the
pressure coefficients of different airfoils at angle of attack
from 4°. It is observed that the pressure coefficients mainly
depend on angle of attack.

The variation of lift coefficients with angle of attack in the
range of 0 to 8° for different airfoils is shown in the Figure 8.
In this paper, NACA 63-215 and NACA 64-215 are utilized to
compare the performance of airfoil for windmill rotor. As the
angle of attack increases, the lift coefficient increases linearly.
Since the effect of flow separation becomes dominant at
higher angle of attack, the slope of the curve begins to fall off.
Eventually the lift coefficient reaches a maximum value and
then begins to decrease. According to the figure, it can be
seen that curved shape has higher lift coefficients than NACA
airfoils with angle of attack in the range of 0 to 8°.
Figure 9 shows the drag coefficients of different airfoils at
various angles of attack. When the angles of attack increase,
the drag coefficients of NACA airfoils are also higher. The
drag coefficients gradually increase with respect to the angle
of attack. NACA 64-215 has higher drag coefficient than that
of NACA 63-215. However, the curved shape has a different
trend. The drag coefficients of curved shape decrease slightly
between angles of attack 0° and 4° and then gradually increase
after angle of attack 4°. According to the Figure 5.14, the
curved shape has smaller drag coefficients after angle of
attack 3°.

Figure 8. Lift coefficients of Different Airfoils

Figure 7. Pressure coefficients of Different Airfoils
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Figure 9. Drag coefficients of Different Airfoils
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Abstract: During recent years, the flat slab and flat plate building construction have become popular in Myanmar. These slab systems
have many benefits which enhance speeding up construction, low building height and economical. In this study, the 12½ storeyed RC
building with flat slab system and flat plate system have been analysed by ETABS. Flat slab and flat plate are designed by SAFE
software. Both structures are situated in seismic zone 2B. The purpose of the research is to compare the structural behaviour of both
structure such as base shear, story drift and story displacement. Moreover, another purpose is to present the difference between slab
stresses and slab design. Load considerations are based on UBC-97 and structural elements are designed according to ACI 318-08.For
these 12½ storeyed RC building, the comparison results show that the flat plate building is more beneficial than flat slab building. As
the structural behaviour of flat plate building is better stiffness than flat slab building, flat plate building is safer. Moreover, flat plate
building is more economical so steel area of flat plate building is less than flat slab building.
Keywords: Flat Slab System, Flat Plate System, Base Shear, Story Drift, Story Displacement, Slab Stresses, Slab Design
paper, the structural behavior of flat slab system and flat plate
system are studied and compared by using ETABS software
in linear static analysis. The slabs are designed and the
differences of slab stresses are studied by applying SAFE
software. The provision of this research is that the flat plate
system for residential building is more suitable than the flat
slab system depending upon the comparison of story drift,
base shear, story displacement, slab stresses and slab
reinforcement.

1. INTRODUCTION
There are different kinds of reinforced concrete floor systems.
Among many slab systems, flat slab and flat plate system are
widely used in construction. A reinforced concrete slab
supported directly by columns without the use of beams or
girder, such a slab is called flat slab. Provision of thickened
portion of slab around column is called drop panel that
provides to reduce stresses due to shear and negative bending
moment around the columns. It is a rectangular or square
region centered on the column. Slabs of constant thickness
which do not drop panels or column capitals is called flat
plate. The slab directly rests on column and load from the slab
is directly transferred to the columns and then to be
foundation. The flat slab and flat plate are weak to resist the
lateral loads. Since these slabs are carried directly by column,
transferring from slab to column through shear increase and
the slabs have to be failure due to punching shear. RCC flat
slab structure is investigated the behavior of flat slab during
the earthquakes and checked for increase of punching from
gravity loads to earthquake loads and examined tendency of
punching shear failure in flat slabs [1] .Many research studied
the structural behavior of flat slab structures under seismic
zones by using ETABS software and compared with other
slab systems [2-4]. Flat slabs are being used chiefly in office
buildings and residential buildings due to reduced formwork
cost, fast excavation and easy establishment. The quantity of
concrete and steel required and the structural behavior of flat
slab are studied and compared with grid slab and conventional
slab system [5]. The structural efficiency of the flat slab
construction is poor under earthquake loadings because it has
low stiffness. The shear walls are placed at suitable locations
and it can be used to improve efficiency of flat slab with
column structure in earthquake zones. The behavior of flat
slab structure with shear wall is better than flat slab structure
without shear wall [6]. In the analysis of a flat slab structure
which subject to gravity loads, direct design method or
equivalent frame method is generally used for the rectangular
slabs while commercial software such as SAFE [7]. In this
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2. TYPE OF STRUCTURE
The 12½ storeyed RC building is considered with two slab
system.
1.
2.

Flat slab structure with drop panels without parameter
beam
Flat plate structure without drop panels with parameter
beam

Both structures are designed with the same column, slab
thickness and shear wall. Since these structures are low
stiffness, shear walls are placed at suitable locations.
Penthouse is located on the roof, so prop columns and roof
beam system are used in this floor for both buildings.
Rectangular columns are used depending on shape of
structure.
Table 1. Material Specification
Concrete compressive strength ( fc’ )

4 ksi

Reinforcing yield strength ( fy )

50 ksi

Modulus of Elasticity

3605 ksi

Poisson’s ratio

0.2

Table 2. Structural Plan Details

`
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Number of stories

12½

Width of structure

63ʹ-6″

Length of structure

96ʹ

Total height of structure

139ʹ-6″

Typical story height

10ʹ-6″

GF and 1F height

12″

Number of bay’s along X

4

Number of bay’s along Y

4

Figure 2. Typical Floor Plan of Flat Slab Building

Table 3. Structure Element Details
Column sizes
Beam sizes

14″x20″,14″x24″,14″x28″,14″x30″
16″x32″,18″x28″,18″x34″,
20″x36″,
16″x24″ , 20″x38″,
14″x20″ ,22″x38″,
12″x15″
24″x38″

Slab thickness

8″

Drop thickness

12″

Drop size

6ʹx8ʹ

Shear wall thickness

12″

Figure 3. Typical Floor Plan of Flat Plate Building

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section the results obtained from the analysis of flat
slab building and flat plate building using ETABS and SAFE
software have been tabulated and compared. The performance
and behavior of both structure on different criteria like story
shear, story displacement, story drift, slab stresses, and slab
reinforcement has been analyzed and discussed as follow.

3. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The figure (1) shows 3D view of flat slab building and flat
plate building. The figure (2) and (3) show the typical floor
plan of both building.

4.1 Story Shear
The figure (4) and (5) show the comparison of story shear in
X-direction and Y-direction.

(i)

Flat Slab System

(ii) Flat Plate System

Figure 1. 3D View of Building
Figure 4. Comparison of Story Shear in X-Direction
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Story drift is the lateral displacement of one level relative to
the level above or below. Story drift ratio is the story drift
divided by the story height which is described in UBC97(Chapter-16). Above the results have been tabulated and
compared and it can be seen that the story drift of flat slab
building is more than that of flat plate building. The story drift
is minimum at ground floor level, increase at the middle
stories and gradually decrease to the top stories of both
structures.

4.3 Story Displacement
The figure(8) and (9) show the comparison of story
displacement in X-direction and y- direction.
Figure 5. Comparison of Story Shear in Y-Direction
Above the figures show that the comparison of story shear
values for flat slab and flat plate building. From the above
results, it can be seen that the value of story shear of flat plate
building is slightly more than that of flat slab building.
Because the value of story shear depends upon the weight of
the structure. The weight of flat plate building is more slightly
than that of flat slab building. The story shear value is
maximum at ground floor level and is gradually decreasing
towards to the top story of structure. The difference of story
shear in X-direction for both building is slightly more than Ydirection.

Figure 8. Comparison of Story Displacement in X-Direction

4.2 Story Drift
The figure(6) and (7) show the comparison of story
displacement in X-direction and Y-direction.

Figure 9. Comparison of Story Displacement in Y-Direction
From above figures, it can be seen that the story displacement
of flat slab building is more than that of flat plate building.
The displacement is dependent on the structure stiffness. The
stiffness of flat plate building is better than that of flat slab
building as the flat plate building is designed with perimeter
beam and shear wall. Although the flat slab building is
designed with drop panel and shear wall to have safe stiffness,
it is less stiffness than flat plate building. Provision of drop
panel to flat slab, story displacement reduces slightly. The
thicker the drop panel, the more increase the stiffness. The
story displacement is maximum at top story and minimum at
ground floor.

Figure 6. Comparison of Story Drift in X-Direction

4.4 Slab Deflection
From the figure.10 shows that the deflection of flat plate is a
little more than that of flat slab. Slab deflection depends on
slab thickness. As both buildings are the same slab thickness,
the differences of deflection values are nearly equal. The

Figure 7. Comparison of Story Drift in Y-Direction
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deflection is maximum at eleventh floor and all of the rest
floors have nearly the same deflection values.

Figure 12. Comparison of Moment on Slab

4.7 Slab Reinforcement
Table 4. Comparison of Slab Reinforcement
Story

Layer
Layer A

Figure 10. Comparison of Slab Deflection

1F
Layer B

4.5 Punching Shear Strength
Punching shear can occur around the column in flat plate and
flat slab and failure can be occurred by it. The figure(11)
shows that the comparison of punching shear strength of
interior column in flat plate and flat slab building, it can be
seen that the punching shear strength of flat slab is more than
that of flat plate because the flat slab includes drop panel that
increase shear strength. Punching shear strength depends on
drop panel. However, the corner column in flat slab building
is weak to resist punching shear as the perimeter of the
reaction area is less. In flat plate building, as perimeter beams
are provided, the corner columns don’t suffer punching shear
but it is affected by beam shear. The punching shear strength
gradually increases towards the top floors.

Layer A
2F
Layer B
Layer A
3F
Layer B
Layer A
4F
Layer B
Layer A
5F
Layer B
Layer A
6F
Layer B
Layer A
7F
Layer B
Layer A
8F
Layer B
Layer A
9F
Layer B

Figure 11. Comparison of Punching Shear Strength

Layer A
10F

4.6 Moment on Slab

Layer B

The following figure(12) shows that moment of flat slab is
more than that of flat plate. The moment at first floor and
eleventh floor is large and all of the rest floors have not
significantly difference.
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Layer A
11F
Layer B

`

Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom

Flat Slab
(in2/ft)

Flat Plate
(in2/ft)

0.5366
0.269
0.7886
0.3974
0.5104
0.2586
0.766
0.3886
0.5151
0.2564
0.7869
0.3849
0.5151
0.2564
0.7874
0.3849
0.5252
0.2537
0.7615
0.387
0.5252
0.2537
0.7615
0.387
0.5252
0.2537
0.7615
0.387
0.5252
0.2537
0.7615
0.387
0.5252
0.2537
0.7615
0.387
0.5328
0.2509
0.7671
0.3902
0.5758
0.2194
0.8187
0.3651

0.6259
0.2358
0.7736
0.3844
0.5487
0.1925
0.7117
0.3533
0.5469
0.1915
0.6931
0.3473
0.547
0.1916
0.6933
0.3473
0.5648
0.1927
0.7103
0.3494
0.5648
0.1927
0.7103
0.3494
0.5648
0.1927
0.7103
0.3494
0.5648
0.1927
0.7103
0.3494
0.5648
0.1927
0.7103
0.3494
0.5831
0.1946
0.7295
0.3514
0.5473
0.1919
0.6346
0.3387
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The slab design is considered ACI Code methods that a
typical panel is divided, for purposes of design, into column
strip and middle strip. Column strip is a design strip with a
width on each side of a column centerline equal to 0.25l 2 or
0.25l1, whichever is less. Middle strip is a design strip
bounded by two column strips (ACI 318-08). The table shows
that most of the steel area of flat slab is more than that of flat
plate. The steel area of every floor in top steel of layer A in
flat plate is larger than that of flat slab. The steel areas of
almost all typical floors are equal. Variation of steel area
depends upon the difference of moment.
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Abstract: Medical images such as , CT (Computed Tomography) scan imaging and MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) are
considered as a collection of information that is used for visual diagnostics .Most of the medical images are affected by different
types of noises during acquisition, storage and transmission, so the information associated with an image tends to loss
or damage that can affect the quality of disease diagnosis or treatment. Image de-noising is the process to remove the noise from
the image naturally corrupted by the noise. In this paper an effective noise reduction approach based on using Wiener filter is
proposed
to
enhance
the
image
qualities
of
various
medical
imaging
modalities.

Keywords: Wiener filter; Image de-noising; Image processing; Medical Imaging; Noise.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

1. INTRODUCTION
In medical science, the image processing techniques is
playing an important role; these techniques are the
reliable diagnosis tools in medical sciences. It is used
for detecting cracks in bones and soft tissues like liver,
kidney, spleen, uterus, heart, brain etc. These methods of
diagnosis are widely acceptable because they are
inexpensive, harmless to human body, portable and non–
invasive. Another advantage of these techniques is that
these are very fast [1].The advent of digital imaging
technologies such as MRI has revolutionized modern
medicine. Today, many patients no longer need to go
through invasive and often dangerous procedures to
diagnose a wide variety of illnesses. With the wide
spread use of digital imaging in medicine today, the quality
of digital medical images becomes an important issue. To
achieve the best possible diagnoses it is important that
medical images be sharp, clear, and free of noise and
artifacts. While the technologies for acquiring digital
medical images continue to improve, resulting in images
of higher and higher resolution and quality, noise remains
an issue for many medical images. Removing noise in
these digital images remains one of the major challenges
in the study of medical imaging[2]. Noise is introduced in the
medical images due to various reasons. In medical imaging,
noise degrades the quality of images. This degradation
includes suppression of edges, blurring boundaries etc. [3].
Image de-noising has become an essential exercise in medical
imaging especially the Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).
In recent years, technological development has significantly
improved in analyzing medical images. Medical image
enhancement has attracted much attention during the
diagnosis process. Enhanced medical images are desired by a
surgeon to help diagnosis and interpretation because medical
image qualities are often deteriorated by artifacts. Nowadays
Medical imaging is the best techniques for monitoring the
person’s diagnosis process. Most of the diseases are
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diagnosed by doctors using medical imaging methods. One
problem that physician encounter because of the low quality
of medical image, this low quality causes difficulty during the
diagnosis. So it is necessary to improve the quality of the
medical image [4]. In order to improve the quality of images,
there are various filtering techniques used in image
processing. There are various filters which can remove the
noise from images and preserve image details [5]. This paper
produce Wiener filter for medical images de-noising. The
organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2
highlights the related works. Section 3 introduces image denoising. Section 4 describes the Wiener Filter. The proposed
method introduced in section 5. Section 6 presents the
experimental results and section 7 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORKS
The image de-noising naturally corrupted by noise is a
classical problem in the field of signal or image
processing.[6] proposed de-noising method of medical images
through thresholding and optimization using a randomized
and
stochastic
technique
of Particle Swarm
Optimization(PSO) algorithm. PSO are population based
optimization algorithm ,which is initialized with a group of
random particles and then searches for optima by updating
generations.[7] In this paper, an algorithm for image denoising was designed to develop K-SVD by using
Regularized Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (ROMP) over
log Gabor
wavelet
adaptive
dictionary.[8] In this
paper Discrete Wavelet transform is used for image denoising as it allows multiresolution decomposition. The
wavelet coefficients are threshold using hard and soft
thresholding techniques. This paper proposed a novel method
of medical images de-noising through thresholding and
optimization using Genetic Algorithm (GA). [9] In this
paper, a novel global noise reduction approach based on
the sparse representation and nonlocal means algorithm is
proposed to enhance the image qualities of various medical
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imaging modalities including ultrasound images and
magnetic resonance images. By using an over complete
dictionary, a medical image is decomposed into a sparsest
coefficients matrix populated primarily with zeros. A nonlocal
means algorithm is developed to deal with these sparse
coefficients to exploit the repetitive characters of
structures in the whole image, realizing a “truly” global
de-noising.[10] A new signal-preserving technique
for
noise suppression in event-related magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) data is proposed based on spectral
subtraction. Simple form, the new method does
not
change the statistical characteristics of the signal or cause
correlated noise this suggests the new technique as a
useful preprocessing step for MRI data analysis.
.

3. IMAGE DE-NOISING
Image de-noising is an important image processing task
both as a process itself, and as a component in other
processes. many ways to de-noise an image or a set of
data exists. Image de-noising still remains a challenge
for researchers because noise removal introduces artifacts
and causes blurring of the images [6].Image de-noising is a
kind of processing of image which belongs to image
restoration, and the ultimate goal of restoration
techniques is to improve an image in some
predefined sense. So de-noising is the key
step of
image processing and recognition [11].An image is often
corrupted by noise in its acquition and transmission.
Image de-noising is used to remove the additive noise while
retaining as much as possible the important signal features.
[12].There is many schemes for removing noise from images.
The good de-noising scheme must able to retrieve as much of
image details even though the image is highly affected by
noise[13].In case of image denoising methods, the
characteristics of the degrading system and the noises are
assumed to be known beforehand. The image
blurred by a linear operation and noise
form the degraded image
restoration procedure

is

is added to

. This is convolved with the
to produce the restored image

. The “Linear operation” shown in Figure 1, is the
addition or multiplication of the noise

to the

signal
. Once the corrupted image
is
obtained, it is subjected to the de-noising technique to get the
de-noised image

[14].

create a variation in image intensity levels of pixels which
cause degradation of image quality .The noise is introduced in
image automatically due to following reasons:
Digital Image Acquisition Process: In acquisition process, the
optical image is converted into a series of electronic signals.
During this process, unwanted signals may be added into
original series of electronic signals there may be certain other
unavoidable situations such as mechanical problem, out of
focus blur, motion, in appropriate illumination.
Image Transmission Process: The most of time noise is added
during transmission process such as scanning of image using
scanner, converting one image format into another format,
wireless network transmission of image etc. During
transmission process, noisy channel and error due to
measurement process may introduce unwanted signals into
data stream which results in noised image.
Sensitivity of Image Sensors: The image sensors are sensitive
to motion and cause noising during capturing process due to
malfunctioning of pixel elements in the camera sensors, faulty
memory locations, or timing errors in the digitization process
[15].
.

3.2 Types of Noise
There are many types of noises occurs in medical images.
Mostly occurred noise is: Gaussian noise, Speckle noise, Salt
and pepper noise.

3.2.1 Gaussian Noise
Gaussian noise has a Gaussian distribution, with a bell shaped
distribution and probability function given by:

(1)
where g represents the gray level, m is the mean or
average of the function, and σ is the standard deviation of the
noise[16].

3.2.2 Salt and Pepper Noise
Salt and pepper noise is an impulse type of noise, and caused
due to errors in data transmission. It has only two possible
values, low and high.. The corrupted pixels are set
alternatively to the minimum or to the maximum value,
giving the image a “salt and pepper” like appearance.
Unaffected pixels remain unchanged. For an 8-bit image,
the typical value for pepper noise is 0 and for salt noise is
255[16].

3.2.3 Speckle Noise
For Speckle noise is a repetitive type of noise and occurs
in imaging systems such as laser and SAR (Synthetic
Aperture Radar) . The source of this noise is attributed to
random interference between the coherent returns. The

Figure 1. De-noising Concept.

3.1 Noise
Noise is basically a disturbance that distorts the information
present in the image. It is usually an unwanted signal that can
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Mathematical expression for this noise is given by:

(4)

(2)

Where

is variance and

Where :

is the gray level .

= Degradation function

4. WIENER FILTER
Wiener filter is proposed by Norbert Wiener in 1940 and
published in 1949. It is used to reduce noise in signal.
When the image is blurred by a known low pass filter, it is
possible to recover the image by inverse filtering. But inverse
filtering is very sensitive to additive noise. The Wiener
filtering executes an optimal trade-off between inverse
filtering and noise smoothing. It removes the additive noise
and inverts the blurring simultaneously. The Wiener filter
minimizes the mean square error between the estimated
process and the desired process. It minimizes the overall
mean square error in the process of inverse filtering and
noise smoothing. The Wiener filtering is a linear estimation
of the original image [17].The important use of Wiener
filter is to reduce the amount of noise present in an image
by comparison with an estimation of the desired noiseless
signal. It is based on a statistical approach. Wiener filters are
characterized by three important factors.
1-Assumption: stationary linear stochastic processes of
image and noise with known spectral characteristics or
known autocorrelation and cross correlation.
2-Requirement: the filter must be physically realizable/
causal.
3-Performance criterion minimum mean-square error
(MMSE). This filter is frequently used in the process of
deconvolution[18].
The Wiener filter is commonly utilized because of its
simplicity and its speed. It is deemed simple because it
uses a system of linear equations to calculate a set of optimal
filter weights that reduce the noise level of a received signal.
It estimates cross-correlation and covariance matrices of
noisy signals to calculate these weights and provide an
accurate Estimate of the undistorted deterministic signal under
Gaussian noise. The noise statistics are estimated and then
used to determine a set of optimal filter weights. By then
processing a new input signal, containing similar noise
characteristics with the optimal filter weights, the signal
deterministic component is estimated. This method is optimal
when the noise distribution is Gaussian. Furthermore, its
execution only requires a few computational steps that are
very fast to process[19].

Complex conjugate of degradation function
= Power Spectral Density of Noise
= Power Spectral Density of un-degraded image

The term
can be interpreted as the reciprocal of the
signal –to-noise ratio [20].
The Wiener filter is used to remove the noise from a
corrupted found to image based on statistics estimated from a
local neighborhood of each pixel . This filter depends on
noise power (i.e. noise variance in a corrupted image). When
the variance is large, the filter performs little smoothing and
when the variance is small, the filter performs more
smoothing[21].

5. PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper a de-noising approach for medical images based
on applying a Wiener filter is proposed. At first the color
image is read from a database that contain a collection of
medical images, then these images are converted to grayscale
images, later the Wiener filter is applied in order to
remove the noise from the medical image. The Wiener
filter de-noising process diagram is illustrated in Figure 2, as
shown below:

Wiener Filter in the Fourier Domain:

(3)

Dividing through by
explain :
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makes its behavior easier to

Figure 2 :Process of image De-noising based on Wiener
filter
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5.1 Images Database
A database for the proposed method containing six medical
images (lung, Stomach, and liver) images, are collect from the
web with different sizes . As shown in Figure 3:

Figure 4: Colored Image Conversion.
Then, adding Gaussian noise with “0” as mean and “0.025” as
standard variance to grayscale image, which is shown in
Figure 5:
Figure 3 : Images Database

5.2 RGB Image Conversion
The input image is coloured medical image that is converted
to grayscale image by converts RGB values to grayscale
values by forming a weighted sum of the R, G, and B
components using Eq.(5):

(5)

5.3 Noise Image
The noisy image is produced by adding the Gaussian noise to
the grayscale image, Gaussian noise is statistical noise having
a probability density function (PDF) equal to that of
the normal distribution, which is also known as the Gaussian
distribution. In other words, the values that the noise can take
on are Gaussian-distributed.

Figure 5: Noisy Image (σ =0.025)
Finally the de-noising image is produced by using the
wiener2 function ,as shown in Figure 6:

5.4 Wiener Filter
By using the wiener2 function to remove the noise from noisy
image . The Wiener filter tailors itself to the local image
variance. Where the variance is large, wiener2 performs little
smoothing. Where the variance is small, wiener2 performs
more smoothing.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 6: The De-noising Image
The experiments of the proposed Wiener filter method is
realized by Matlab software and are implemented on Intel
Core i7-2330M CPU, 2.20 GHz with 2 GB RAM under
Windows 8 platform. The coloured medical image first is
reading from the database then the RGB image is converted
to grayscale as shown in Figure 4:
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After processing, the de-noised experimental results of noised
image can be obtained by simulation, which are shown in
Figure 7, respectively:
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[3] Senthilraja S., Dr. Suresh P., Dr. Suganthi M., March2014, " Noise Reduction in Computed Tomography Image
Using WB – Filter", International Journal of Scientific &
Engineering
Research,
Volume
5,
Issue
3.

[4] Deepa B. and Sumithra M. G., 2015," MRI Medical
Image Denoising by Combined Spectral Subtraction and
Wavelet based Methods", ARPN Journal of Engineering and
Applied Sciences, VOL. 10, NO. 4.
[5] Malothu Nagu, Shanker N.V.,2014 " Image De-Noising
By Using Median Filter and Weiner Filter", International
Journal of Innovative Research in Computer and
Communication Engineering, Vol. 2, Issue 9.

Figure 7: Results for the De-noising of Medical Images

7. CONCLUSION
Medical images are often affected by noise because of
both image acquisition from the medical modalities and
image transmission from modalities to workspace in the
main computer system. This noisy usually affects the visual
quality of the original images so image de-noising always has
been issued in the medical image processing to make the
diagnosing more efficient. In this work we have introduced a
relatively simple and efficient method for removal of
Gaussian noises from Medical Images using the Wiener filter.
Wiener filter is an excellent filter when it comes to noise
reduction or de-blurring of images. It considers both the
degradation function and noise as part of analysis of an image.
The experimental results reveals Wiener filter robustness and
detail preservation. The Wiener filter is commonly utilized
because of its simplicity and its speed. It is deemed simple
because it uses a system of linear equations to calculate a set
of optimal filter weights that reduce the noise level of a
received signal. The resulting figure show the efficiency,
simplicity and robustness of medical image de-noising.
Wiener filtering has the advantages of small calculation and
good noise effect, so it has been used widely. Many efficient
de-noising algorithms are based on the principle of Wiener
filtering, whose purpose is to restore the original image and
reach the minimum mean error with the original image.
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Abstract: In the study presented the CO2 corrosion penetration rate for crude oil transportation processes by pipeline, made of carbon steel, has be

years. Many parameters have been known to be effective for corrosion control especially in the pipeline transportation process, these parameters are pH
are used to determine the optimal parameters with obtaining the optimal value of CO2 corrosion penetration rate. This study is aimed to review of some
of pipeline corrosion penetration rate that are taking place when transporting the oil and gas, to investigate the effect of the oil and gas transportation pro
rate, to develop a suitable mathematical modeling technique to model the effect of crude oil transportation processes variables and to determine the opt
The response surface methodology (RSM) is utilized to mathematically model the corrosion penetration rate that takes place during crude oil transpor
such as fuzzy logic ( FL) was developed using Matlab (2016) Toolbox that is used to predict corrosion penetration rate that is affected by the operation
the errors by 0.1482mm/y, which means, using fuzzy logic model to predict the material corrosion penetration rate is sufficiently accurate. The optim
fuzzy logic model with the formula by using Root- Sum Square (RSS), were found that CPR value is2.16 mm/y, the temperature is 44.4 ͦ C, pressure i

Keywords: CO2 corrosion penetration rate (CPR), Norsok -506 software, Response Surface Methodology, ANOVA, Fuzzy logic mode

1. INTRODUCTION
Corrosion of carbon steel is a significant problem in the oil and gas production and also
their transportation process, which causes significant economic loss [1]. As a result of
corrosion, rupture of the pipe wall frequently causes failure of petroleum and gas
pipelines. The breakdowns are followed by large losses of the products, environmental
pollution and ecological disasters [2]. The majority of oil and gas pipelines failures result
from CO2 corrosion of carbon and low alloy steels [3]. It occurs at all stages of production
from downhole to surface equipment and processing facilities [4]. The mechanism of
carbon dioxide corrosion is a complicated process that is influenced by many factors and
conditions temperature, pH, a partial pressure of CO2, etc.)[5].
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Oilfield corrosion manifests itself in sev
corrosion) and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) c
and corrosion by dissolved carbon dio
forms of attack found in oil and gas p
selected as case study as to predict an
will be review several steps for obtai
corrosion penetration rate (mm/y) ,throu
temperature( ͦ C), CO2 total pressure (ba
is implemented to relate the corrosion
transportation processes of the main lin
measurements were used as true value
novel analysis methods. The predictio
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Response Surface Method (RSM) and fuzzy Logic(FL) method, for the prediction and
analysis of the effect of some selected parameters, namely, temperature, pH, pressure,
shear stress by the ANOVA. The defuzzification process in FL will select with two
methods, the centroid and Root- Sum Square method. Root- Sum Square method will
result in the corrosion penetration rate with explain the reason of selection this method.
The developed fuzzy logic model will also test by comparing the results with the result
using RSM technique. The comparison was carried out based on the mean absolute error
between the predicted values and the actual values, Based on comparison between
models that were developed by using fuzzy logic and RSM technique, it was concluded
that, models based on fuzzy logic were better Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of
0.0412with in comparison 0.168for RSM.

0.20
0.08
0.20
0.020– 0.060

Cr
Mo
Ni
Al

As
Sb
Sn
Pb

CEV= C+ Mn /6 +(Cr+ Mo+ Cu)/15
PCM= C+ Si /30 + (Mn +Cu +Cr)/20 +Ni/60 + M

In this study, an attempt is made to
corrosion penetration rate (CPR) of the
It is important to note that selection o
important consideration.

Table 2: Factors and

2. MATERIALS

AND METHODS
No

Factors

1

pH

pH

2

Temperature

ͦC

3

Total pressure

ba

4

Shear stress

Pa

Uni

2.1. Material
The Work Material of Pipeline used in the present study is Grade API X52 refer as the
following, API refers to American Petroleum Institute, the X symbol followed by a two
or three digit number equal to the specified minimum yield strength in 1000 psi rounded
down to the nearest integer, 52 refers to Minimum Yield at pipe body 360 MPa( 52,200
psi). Basic pipeline data represent the following are pipeline length is 513 km, pipe
diameter is(outside diameter) 34in (864mm) and wall thickness is 9.52 mm, pipe type is
seam welded/ spiral welded. The mechanical properties specified minimum yield
strength is 358 MPa, specified ultimate tensile strength is 455 MPa and coating by field
applied tape wrap. Chemical properties of X52 pipeline with a composition of 0.16%C,
0.20% Cu and 0.45%Si, 1.10 – 1.60% Mn as shown in Table1.

2.2. Method

For the four variables the design requir
points to form central composite desi
estimate the experimental error. The
MINITAB16 statistical package. The le
coded form to have a central composite

Table1:Chemical composition of X52 with thickness (t) ≤ 25 mm

Table 3: Matrix of order and d

Si
Mn
P
S

0.45
1.10 – 1.60
0.025
0.005

N
Nb
Ti
V

0.014
0.04
0.02
0.05
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0.5
0.1
0.12
0.342
0.232

pH

0.20

Pressure
(bar)

Cu

Temperature
(°C)

0.16

Exp.

C

Cr+ Mo+ Ni+
Cu
Nb+V
Nb+ V+ Ti
CEV (IIW)
PCM
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1.

0

0

0

0.05

48.59

23.8

5.58

16.2

2.30

26.

-1

1

1

2.

0

0

0

0

48.59

23.8

5.58

15.5

2.30

27.

0

0

0

3.

-1

1

-1

-1

44.40

34.2

5.51

1.00

3.07

28.

1

1

-1

4.

1

-1

1

-1

52.78

13.4

5.65

1.00

1.63

29.

0

0

0

5.

0

0

0.05

0

48.59

23.8

5.58

15.5

2.29

30.

0

0

0

6.

0

0

-0.05

0

48.59

23.8

5.57

15.5

2.31

31.

-1

-1

-1

7.

-1

-1

1

1

44.40

13.4

5.65

30.0

2.08

8.

-1

1

-1

1

44.40

34.2

5.51

30.0

3.12

9.

0

0.05

0

0

48.59

24.32

5.58

15.5

2.33

10.

-0.05

0

0

0

48.38

23.8

5.58

15.5

2.30

11.

0.05

0

0

0

48.79

23.8

5.58

15.5

2.30

12.

1

-1

-1

-1

52.78

13.4

5.51

1.00

1.86

13.

0

0

0

-0.05

48.59

23.8

5.58

14.8

2.30

14.

1

1

1

1

52.78

34.2

5.65

30.0

2.20

15.

-1

1

1

-1

44.40

34.2

5.65

1.00

2.72

16.

-1

-1

-1

1

44.40

13.4

5.51

30.0

2.30

17.

0

0

0

0

48.59

23.8

5.58

15.5

2.30

18.

1

-1

-1

1

52.78

13.4

5.51

30.0

1.81

19.

-1

-1

1

-1

44.40

13.4

5.65

1.00

1.38

20.

1

-1

1

1

52.78

13.4

5.65

30.0

1.58

21.

0

0

0

0

48.59

23.8

5.58

15.5

2.30

22.

1

1

-1

1

52.78

34.2

5.51

30.0

2.55

23.

0

0

0

0

48.59

23.8

5.58

15.5

2.30

24.

0

-0.05

0

0

48.59

23.28

5.58

15.5

2.27

25.

1

1

1

-1

52.78

34.2

5.65

1.00

2.90
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE

Fuzzy Logic (FL) is based on Fuzzy Set The
industrial control application, the informati
system is divided in two kinds: numerical i
skilled human beings. These systems are
closer to the original goal. Simulations ar
performance for the specific problem[12].
they both have a common characteristic; eac
can be controlled successfully by a human
transferring his or her experience onto an
numerical data is not enough to predict futu
fuzzy-logic finds applications in unclear a
trends, fuzzy-logic-based multi-criteria deci
doing optimization of different manufactur
system’s designer with more flexibility in th
that the Mamdani FIS can be used directly f
as well as for MIMO systems (multiple inpu
used in MISO systems [8-9-10-11]. Fuzz
found a number of applications in such d
diagnosis, assessment of credit worthiness,
fuzzy control system is based on Fuzzy Lo
shown in Figure 1.
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Low, Medium, High and are used to repre
represented by the membership functions su
triangular and Gaussian shaped membe
fuzzification of the four inputs e.g. Tempe
membership function graph is shown to def
are mapped to a value between 0 and 1.
Medium And High are used to represent of
by the membership functions such as Very
shaped membership function used in this w
with 31 rules as shown in Table 4.

Step1:

Step2:

Table 4: Fuzzy rule for corrosion pe

________________________________
Step3:

Rule1. If (Temperature( ͦ C) is Med) and (
Stress(Pa) is Med) then (corrosion penetrati

Figure 1: Steps of fuzzy control system
The structure of the four inputs and one outputs fuzzy logic controller developed for this study is
shown in Figure 2.
INPUT

OUTPUT

Rule 2. If (Temperature( ͦ C) is Med) and
Stress(Pa) is Med) then (corrosion penetrati

Rule 3. If (Temperature(ͦ C) is Low) and (
Stress(Pa) is Low) then (corrosion penetrati

Rule 29. If (Temperature(ͦ C) is Med) and
Stress(Pa) is Med) then (corrosion penetrati

Rule 30. If (Temperature(ͦ C) is Med) and
Stress(Pa) is Med) then (corrosion penetrati

Rule 31. If (Temperature(ͦ C) is Low) and
Stress(Pa) is Low) then (corrosion penetrati

___________________________________

The fuzzy inputs are linguistically divided i
is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 2: The four inputs-one output in "FIS Editor"
Four inputs and one output (CPR) fuzzy-logic system is used. The inference engine (Mamdani
fuzzy inference system) performs fuzzy reasoning with fuzzy rules for generating a fuzzy value.
These fuzzy rules are shown in the form of ‘if–then’ control rule. Temperature , pH, pressure,
shear stress are inputs to the fuzzy logic system. The linguistic membership function for instance
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Figure 4 shows the fuzzy output linguistical
and very high .

Degree of membership

Degree of membership
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—

—

(d) Sh

(a)Temperature(ͦ C).

Degree of membership

Degree of membership

Figure 3: Membershi

—

—

(b) pressure(bar) .

Degree of membership

Figure 4: Membership functions

4. SIMULATION OF LOGIC M

—

(c) pH
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In this study, the fuzzy model has been
penetration rate of process parameters.
which has been done within the range o
for the three levels of each parameter.
the error of outputs for test case exp
developed to predict CPR. Moreover,
the predicted values of the corrosion ra
were compared with the predicted valu
comparison are shown in Table 4.8 with
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the predicted of corrosion penetration rate by using the proposed fuzzy logic model is
lower than the predicted of corrosion penetration rate by using RSM, the difference was
observed to be 0.1269mm/y. The results from fuzzy logic simulation indicated that the
predicted values and experimental values closely agreed. In some cases, the predicted
values and experimental values are observed to be little deviated. That might be due to
some experimental error.
Table 5 : The experimental, predicted and mean absolute error of the corrosion
penetration rate

Exp. No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Predicted CPR,
Using RSM
,(mm/y)
2.32
2.30
2.30
1.52
2.29
2.31
2.19
3.88
2.33
2.30
2.30
1.68
2.28
2.90
2.02
2.48
2.30
1.98
1.26
1.70
2.30
3.31
2.30
2.27
2.19
3.47
2.30
2.48
2.30
2.30
1.43
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FL predicted
result
2.3
2.3
2.1
1.2
2.3
2.3
1.61
3.2
2.3
2.3
2.3
1.2
2.3
2.71
1.9
1.9
2.3
1.8
1.2
1.61
2.3
3.19
2.3
2.3
1.69
3
2.3
2.2
2.3
2.3
1.3

Experimental CPR,
Using (Norsok)
2.3
2.3
2.1
1.0
2.3
2.3
1.7
3.4
2.3
2.3
2.3
1.2
2.3
2.7
1.9
2.0
2.3
1.8
1.1
1.6
2.3
3.2
2.3
2.3
1.7
3.0
2.3
2.0
2.3
2.3
1.3
MAE

Error Using
RSM

Error Using
Fuzzy

0.02
0
0.2
0.52
0.01
0.01
0.49
0.48
0.03
0
0
0.48
0.02
0.2
0.12
0.48
0
0.18
0.16
0.1
0
0.11
0
0.03
0.49
0.47
0
0.48
0.02
0
0.2
0.1814

0
0
0
0.2
0
0
0.09
0.2
0
0
0
0
0
0.01
0
0.1
0
0
0.1
0.01
0
0.01
0
0
0.01
0
0
0.2
0
0
0
0.0332

5. CONCLUSION
During this study, attempts were done
pipelines that are used for transporting
The corrosion values were measured by
and principles of corrosion were also
follow:

1. Based on ANOVA analysis, the te
significant effect on corrosion rate,
However, the interaction between (tem
(pressure and shear stress) and (pH and
corrosion penetration rate.

2. Based on comparison between mode
RSM technique, it was concluded that,
mean absolute error of 0.0412mm/y wit

3. The optimal values for the numerica
with the formula using Root- Sum
temperature= 44.4 ͦ C, pressure= 34.28

4. The study proved that there was oth
instead of Norsok software which spend
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